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ABSTRACT

This s tudy has compared the procedures of four teachers in

the feachins of French fo çreåc Seven Students usins fhe corrrser__Þ 
--

rrEcouter et Parler.rl

Tn order to gather the ciata, tape recordings of six consecu-

tive classes \¡7ere made for each of four teachers. These recordines

\.^/ere analyzed using an instrument devised for this purpose -- the

Procedure Analysis Instrument.

The audio-lingual method as applied by the authors of Ecouter

et Parler was examined and divided into mutually exclusive categories

into which each behavior of a certain tvpe was classified. Additional

information about the behaviors was supplied by the use of symbols

to refer to Ensl i.sh. readins- r,rr; **-^ "-^h incident was alsoLv !¡r¿)!rùrr, rLqs¡!¡6, w!!LIl¡ó, çLuô DdL

recorded as beíng based on a specific content, such as basic dialogue

sentence, question and ans\,ùer practice, pattern practice, conversa-

tion, or review material.

It was hypothesízed that teacher procedures could not be

identified and quantified. The test of this hypothesis r¿as based on

the rejection or adoption of the succeeding hypotheses.

It v¡as further hypothesized that no significant differences

ín the proportion of incidents obtained for each factor would be

found and that, consequently, no overall differences in procedure

would be observed.

An overall difference in procedure was defined as a signífi-

cant difference in fortv per cent of the factors examined. To



determÍne the signifÍcance of difference between teachers in differ-

ent categories, a panel of judges was selected. The panel of judges

indicated whether they considered the differences Ín the proportion

of incidents in each category to be signíficant.

ft was further hypothesized that there would be no sienifi-

cant differences between teacher practice in the classroom and the

theory of Ecouter et Parler.

A panel of judges was asked to indicate their idea of the

importance of certain factors in language teachÍng by assigning a

percentage to each factor under consideration.

The judgest assessment of the importance of a category \4/as

then used to determine whether there \¡rere any signíficant differences

between the teacher procedures and the objectives of the course.

A variation of twenty per cent from the mean established bv

the judges \.,/as consídered as constituting a signíficant difference.

In addition to considering individual categories, cerËairr procedure

patterns \^/ere examined and tentatíve definitions of indices were

formulated.

0n the basis of the results of Ëhe investigation, the four

nul1 hypotheses were rejected. ft was possible to identify and

quantify teacher procedures by means of the procedure analysis instru-

ment. The teachers varied signÍficantly in procedure, and there were

sígnificant differences between teacher procedures and the procedures

suggested by the judges.

1V
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Education in recent vears has been in the midst of thorough

and far-reaching change. This wave of change struck the area of

language teachíng during tr^Iorld inlar II. Although this change was the

result of practical needs, i.e., the preparation of foreign language

Speakers for the army, it began a movement which eventually trans-

formed not only the philosophy of language learning, but also the

methodology of language teaching.

This state of affaírs was reflected in an upsurge in research

in verbal learning, línguistics, and psycholinguistics. Based on

this research, audio-lingual courses were developed which have

received wide acceptance from teachers and researchers as we11.

These innovations, hor,^rever) have created problems for teachers,

teacher educators, and suPervisors. These innovatíons represent a

break from the traditional method of teaching and require a nevT set

of performance critería. Beginning teachers and in-service teachers

need to be specifically trained according Lo these criteria.

The performance criteria of the audio*lingual method, however,

have not been valídated by research. They are based on the observa-

tions and experience of teachers and linguists" No systemaLic descríp-

tion of second-language teaching ín the classroom using actual teach-

ing materials has been made. In the cognitive domain, some studies

have been reported, which have advanced knowledge of cognifive objec-

Ëives and methods of attaining these objectÍves. fn the affective
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domaín many researchers have studied classroom climate, and have

ísolated effective teacher behaviors. A system, however, for observ-

ing second-language classrooms to determine not only psychomotor

objectives but also performarrce critería to develop these objectíves

is completelY lacking.

]. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study to develop an observational

instrument to investigate the kinds of procedures which are present

in French teaching as a second language at the grade seven level"

Specifíca11y, anslùers to three questions were sought:

1. Can procedures of teachers in the classroom be identified

and quantified?

2" Irlhat dif ferences in procedures, if any, exíst among teachers?

3. trIhat differences in procedure, ít any, exist between the

theory of the course and the teachersr practÍce in classroom instruc-

tion?

I]. HYPOTHESES

Tn order to facilitate the study of the problem, four nul1

hypotheses \^/ e r e formulated:

1. Teacher procedures in the classroom cannot be identified

and quantified.

2. There is no sienificant difference between the four teachers

in the proportÍon of íncidents obtained for each factor in six consecu-

tive class periods"



3. There is no significant difference in overall procedure

between teachers in the six consectrtive class oe,riods.

4. There is no signifícant difference between the four teachers'

procedures in the classroom and the procedures suggested by the course

of studv"

III" LIMTTATIONS OF THE STUDY

1. This study has dealt with identifying and quantifying vari-

ables of the audio-língual method. This investigation, however, has

dealt only with the beginning stages of an audio-lingual course"

2, The variables studied are those of the psychomoLor domain"

The emphasis has been on teacher procedure and student acLivíties"

Classroom climate has not been taken into consideration. If ínforma-

tion ís needed about classroom climate, ít would be best obtained by

using validated means for measuríng climate such as Flandersr Inter-

action Analysis System.

3. In recording teacher and studenL behavior on the procedure

analysis insËrument, no attempt \.{aS made at scorins rha hehnr¡inr before

recording it. The task of the observer was simply to observe and record

Ëhe behavior as it occurred"

4" No attempt \úas made in thís study to ínvestigate the effect-

iveness of teacherst procedures in terms of student achievement"

5" Because the data was gathered from tape recordings, an

important dimension of classroom procedure was disregarded. No attempt

.t,üas made to record the teachersr use of visual aids.



IV" DEFINIT]ON OF TERMS

Audio-lingual approach - An approach in language teaching is

a set of assumpËions dealing with the nature of language, and the

nature of language learning and teaching. The audio-linguaI approach

is an approach based on the assumptions that the spoken form of the

language must be taught before reading and writing, that it must be

based upon a contrastive study of the native language of the student

and of the target language which the student is learning, and thaË

language must be overlearned by means of a special type of dril1 known

as the rrpattern dri11. r'

Method - A method ís an overall plan for the orderly present-

ation of language material. It must be based upon a selected approach.

Traditíonal method - The traditional method is the overall

plan for orderly presentation of material based on the assumpËion that

grammar - translation exercises are appropriate means of teaching a

second language.

Procedure - For the purpose of this study procedure ís defined

âs ânv strãtêsv an #Þra narr nF fhe teacher which will involVe the

studenL in an activity t¡hich will accomplish an írmnediate objective of

the overall plan.

fncident - In this ínvestigation, an íncident is a teacher

procedure or a student activity which is distinguishable as a unit.

Thus, the modeling of an utterance by the teacher is an incident; the

imitation by the student of that utLerance is an incident.



CHAPTER II

REVIEI^I OF THE LITERATURX

This chapter v¡ill be devoted to a brief investigation of the

1íterature on researCh in SeCond-'l¡no"¡oa laarning and teaching.

Since educators are principally interested in methods of instruction

and their improvement as well as in improving the performance of

teachers in the classroom. this review will then consider research

strategy in second-Ianguage teaching and examine the research liÈera-

ture on the role of observation in research on teaching in general

and i fs ann'l i caf ions in second-lânorr:oa incrrrrnricr¡"

A search of the 1iËerature on second-language instruction

reveals two main categories:

(1) research on language learning; and

( )\ raqa¡r¡h nn l tnorrçoa f- a¡nhr'r\ -/ ----o*-Þ- --*-.,*;ì9.

]. RESEARCH ON LANGUAGE I,EARNING

It ís generally agreed that research in teaching methods must

be based on scientífic knowledge of learning" Wal1en and Travers,

discussing teaching methods in general, state:

irlhile here and there one can discern some inroad of scientific
knowledse as fnr av¡mn'la in the uSe Of COntrOlled VoCabularíe,s-vvvquulor leu,

most prescribed teaching patÈerns have been influenced much more
by philosophical traditions, cultural traditions, Èhe needs of
teachers and of professors of education, and so forËh, than they
have been influenced by research on learning. -

1

'Norman E. ilallen and Robert tr{. M. Travers, "Analysis and Investí-
gation of Teaching Methods,rrHandbook of Research on Teaching, N. L.
Gage, editor (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, L963), p. 464"
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Although this comment \^zas made with reference to teachinÊ in
general, it also applies to language teaching. Great strides, however,

ín developing methods in second-language teaching have been made,

especially since the second world In/ar" psychologists, linguists, and

psycholinguists have been responsible to a great degree for the

advancement of knowledge in language learning and ín language teachÍng.

skinner, Mi1ler, carro11, T,ambert, and other psychologisEs have

advanced theories and conducted experimental research in second-
,

language learníng" -

Lado states that psychologists have made three ma.îor contribu-

tions to our understanding of learning which are of interesE to the

language teacher: (1) language theories|' (z) experimental research
?on learning; and (3) laws of learning.'

Concernino larrninq rhanrisg, Lado considers that these psycho_

logical theories tend to account only for some part of the learnins

process which is characteristic of language learning.* Arrd he concludes:

Language learning cannot be understood through trial and error,association, gestalt, or overL behavior a1one. rt requires a more

-8. F" Skinner, v.er.Þgl Behavior (New york: Appleton-century-crofts, rnc., L957); euorge ¡. Mi11.., s. Galanter, and Karl pribram,
ll=t ald the strucrure of Behavior (New york: I1enry HolÈ and co.,1960); John B. c"rr"lr- rqg @gÊ Language (cambridge: Harvarduniversity Press, 1953); and i,Iallace E. t ambert, r'psychological Approachesto the study of Language," Fore:LgE Language Teaching, .roseph Michel,editor (New York: The M""*îlTã-tr compan¡ 1967), pp" 2L5-253.

?"Robert Lado, Language Teaching
1964), p" 35.

4_"..IDacl"

(New York: McGraw-Hi11, Tnc.,
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comprehensive explanation because it involves simultaneously the
widest range of human actívity.)

trrIhile some aspects of language learning theory have been tested

and validated, Carroll is of the opiníon that to conclude that experi-

mental research of the psychologists has a great deal to offer the

language Leacher would be a hasty conclusion.6 p"irud associates.

numbers ) mazes, or other types of learning materíals have little rele-

vance to second-language learning and sti1l less to language teaching.

Mackey adds that learning a language is not a matter of learning

Ísolated words but the mastery and use of a number of complex svstems.

According to Lado, the empirical laws of learning apply to a

limited part of the process of language learning, and their relevance

will have to be demonstrated \,/iËh language materials under language-

learning conditions.S since these laws are stated in general terms,

their interpretation for language learning can lead to ambiguities and

contradictions.

I]. RESEARCH ON LANGUAGE TEACHING

During the second Inlorld war the problem of teaching languages

tr

I D1O.

Á"John B- carrol1, rrResearch on Teaching Foreign Languagesr"
IgC4ings in Foreign Languages for the Elementary School, Stanley
Levenson and william Kendrick, editors (inlaltham, Masèãchusetts:
Blaisdell Publishing Company, L967), p" 89.

-
'I^Ii1liam Francís Mackey, Language Teaching Analysis (London:

Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., 1965), p. L27"

Brrdo, op. ciF., pp. 36-37.
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to servícemen caused the linguists and language teachers to join

forces in solving the problem of teaching languages for communication.

Subsequently, linguists such as Bloomfield, Harris, Lado, Gleason,
o

Chomsky,' and others provided language teachers with partial descríp-

tions of languages with respect to pronunciation, intonation, mor-

phology, s1/ntaxrand culture. The relevance of Ëhe findings of the

linguists to language teaching soon became apparent and methods of

language teaching were devised using these principles as a basis.

Fries, Lado, Marty, Politzer, Brooks, Valdman and oLhers developed

the science nor,ü called Applied Linguisti"s.l0

Politzer defines Applied Linguistics as:

. that part of linguistic science whích has a direct bearing
on the planning and presentation of teaching material. Thís
means that Applíed Linguistics ís prímarily connected with that
branch of linguistic science which deals with tþg description
--l ^*^1--^: ^ ^Êdrru errdryÞrù ur current contemporary languages.rr

o
Leonard Bloomfíeld, Language (New York: Holt, 1933); L. S.

Harris, Methods in Structural Linguistics (Chicago: Chicago Univer-
sity Press, 1951); Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures (Ann
Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press, 1957); H. H.
Gleason Jr., An Introduction to Descríptive Linguistics (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and trriinston, Inc., L96I); and Noam Chomsky, "Review
of Skinnerrs Verbal Behavior," The Psychology of Language, Thought
and Instruction, John P. DeCecco, editor (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., L967).

10--Charles C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign
Language (Ann Arbor: UnÍversity of Michigan Press, 1945); Robert
Lado, Language Teaching (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc. , L964); Fernand
Marty and ELizabeth Saunders, Active French for the Language Laboratorv
(Roanoke: Audio-Visual Publications, I96L); Robert L. PoLttzer,
Teaching French: An Introduction to Applied Linguistics (Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1960); Nelson Brooks, Language and Language Learn-
ing (New York and BurlÍngame: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1960);
and Albert Valdman, Applied Linguistics - French: A Guide for Teachers
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, L96I).

11o^t i . oar ^ñ' :-E-' :it" P' 2'
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This development along with studies in Contrastive Linguistics

(comparing languages in order to ídentify differences which would

cause interference in language learning) brought the linguistic

approach to a high 1eve1 of effectiveness" From these prínciples of

Applied and Contrastive Linguistics evolved the audio-lingual method.

Carroll ís of the opinion that new developments in teaching

methods have sËennned primarily from advances in linguistíc scien"".t'

Po1-iLzer, however, cautions teachers:

One point should be made clear from the very outset: Linguis-
tics or Applied Línguistics as such has no ans\.üer to many of the
problems which are still confronting the language teacher; in
other words Applied Línguistics will not help us in designinglrthe methodrr with whích r/¡e can achievãTluency in a language
after tvro years of High School work""13

PoLitzer then concludes that the major contribution of Applied

Linguistics lies in the systematic comparison of English and French

and the application of a teaching methodology which, through systematic

drill, attempts to build up the studentst knowledge of the structure

of the foreign l"rrgrr"g..14

Concerning the last contribution mentioned by Politzer, namely,

the application of a teaching methodology, Rivers declares that the

theory behind the audiolingual method and its major assumptions about

foreign language learnÍng must be examined in the light of psychologi-

ca1 theory to determine whether these major assumptions are basic to

Handbook

1)--John B. Carrol1, t'Research
of Research on Teaching, N.

on Teaching Foreign Language,'r
L. Gage, editor (Chicago: Rand

McNally & Company, L963)"

13_ " ..PoLLtzer, 9p. cit., p.
1/,--polítzer. op. cit.. p.

I
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III. RESEARCII STRATEGY ]N SECOND-LANGUAGE TEACHING

Research st.rategy in second-language teaching can be divided

.í^+^ h,^ ñ.;ñ ñ-rtS. f 1) miniature lanprrape Ie..--i ¡+j-a- endIIILU LWU lll4lll V4---. \-/ uq6L luolrrlllEi ÞELLII1óÞ (

(2) broad comparisons 
"

Since successful single-variable experiments are rare in

language teaching, some research r./orkers have turned to miniature

language settings in which the objectives of instructíon are limited

and the variables more easily controlled. Carro1116 girr." as an

example of this type of research the experiment performed by Dunkel

in which a short series of lessons in Persian was consLructed in

alternate forms so that visual and auditory presentation could be

11
compared. -' The main criticism levelled at these experiments is their

lack of relevance to classroom teachÍng. Carroll, therefore, recom-

mends that useful experiments in second-language teaching should be

conducted at least initially by adhering fairly closely to patterns

of teaching and types of teaching materials whích have already been

developed and found successful by second-language teacher".18

rl,-.,--l^Iilga M. Rívers, The Psychologíst and the Foreign Language
Teacher (Chicago: The Universily of Chicago Press, L964), p. 7"

L6^- -Carroll, op" cit. , pp. 76-77 .

L/..H. B. Dunkel, Second-Language Learning (Boston: Ginn and
Company, L948), pp. LL4-I2O and L77-L90.

'lI
--Carrollr op" cít., p. 7064"
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Res earch Using Broad Comparisons

Ever since the elaboration of the audio-1ingual method second-

language teachers have felt impelled to compare these courses with

previous traditional courses ruith respect to student achievement in

the various objectives of the courses.

Agard and Dunkel, Cheydleur and Schenk, Scherer and l.{ertheímer

conducted large scale experiments which involved broad comparisorr".l9

Carroll feels that generally these experiments lack rigorous experi-
20mental design. - These studies tell us little about the detailed

construction of procedures ín teaching second languages.

Carroll concludes that

It would be tríte to say at this point that "more research is
neededr" although it is obviously the case" AcËua11y, what is
needed even more than research is a profound rethinking of
current theories of foreign-language teaching in the light of
contemporary advances in psychologíca1 and psycholinguistic
theory. The audiolingual habit theory which is so prevalent ín
American foreign language teachíng was, perhaps, fifteen years
ago in step with the state of psychological thinking at that
Lime, but it ís no longer abreast of recent developments. It ís
ripe for major revisíon, particularly ín the direction of joíning
with it somC_of the betEer elements of the cognitive code-learn-t1
ino fhanr¡z t'

1q*-F. B. Agard and H. B. Dunkel, An Investigation of Second
Language Teaching (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1948); F. D. Cheydleur
and Ethel A. Schenk, "From the A.S.T.P. Forward: Standardized Test
Results in Foreign Languages at the University of tri7ísconsin 1943-1949,"
Bulletin of the University of i^Iisconsín; and George A. C. Scherer
and Michael L{ertheimer, A Psycholinguistic Experiment ín Foreign-
Language Teachlgg (New York: lvlcGraw-Hí11 Book Company, L964) 

"

?(\-"Carro11, ep" cit", p. L069.

)1--John B. Carroll, trPsychology, Research, and Language Teach-
ín9," Ifg@E- in Language Teaching, Albert Valdman, editor (New York:
Mceraw-ttit1 Sooto Co*pa"V, 1966), pp. 105-106.
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Fi aå rrn-l-n-d¡l- o! ¡vst

defjnes fhe cosnitive

gralrma r' - f rân s'l â t ion

I2

code-learning theory as a modi-
//

Eneory"

Mifqal llMaqcttr.i^^ î1 ^^^LLLvLvL, rruqour !Ir5 UIéÞÞ-

" Handbook of Research on
Rand McNally and Company,

]V" THE ROLE OF OBSERVATTON IN RESEARCH ON TEACIIING

Research strategy using broad comparisons requires that one

class or more be taught by an experimental method and another group

by a control method. The dependent variable is a measure of the

gains made by students on an appropríate test. Medley and Mitzel

believe that if the results of the experiment do not justify rejec-

tion of the null hypothesis, there is no way of eliminating the

possibility that the faílure to f ind a difference betr,^reen methods

m¡rr h¡rzo lraon drrg tO the faCt that bOth ClaSSeS r¡7e,re tarrshf hv fheLI

same method, despÍte the fact that teachers were supposed to use

different methods.23

They go on to state that direct observatíon should play a

crucial part in the most fundamental kind of research on teaching --

the search for effective patterns of classroom behavior -- the type

of research most \^/orthy of the namettmethods a.""u.r.htt24

Direct observatíon has also an important function to play

Leacher education. One of the obiectives of teacher education is

LN

2)
rDlci",

2?
DOnA rd

room Behavíor by
Teaching, N. L.
7963), p" 249.

p.102"

M. Medley and Harold E.
Sys tematíc 0bs ervation,

Gage, editor (Chicago:

/u-'rbid"
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get teachers to behave in certaín \,vays while they teach. It is

impossible to find out whether a program has been successful without

observing the effect of that program on teachers in the act of teach-

ing. This also applies to teachers who are beins retrained rhrosgþ

ín-servíce education. Amidon and Hough, writing about techniques for

classification and analysis of instructional laneuase of rhe ciâssroom

state that until a few years ago training and supervision of teachers

l,rere noÈ even considered by most educational res.ar"h".".25

Recent research literature shows that a sreat deal of exnarí-

mentation has been done recently in classroom observation. This

research relates mainly to tT¡/o areas: (1) the affective domain and

(2) the cognitive domain"

The first and most

has been carried out in the

the problem is exemplified
/^

action" -" Amidon, Hunter,

mental research on teaching

modifícation of this system

effects on student".27

productive line of research on teachíng

affective domain. This line of attack on

by Flanders' research on classroom Ínter-

Hough, and others have conducted exneri -

patterns using Flanders' 
"y"tem or a

Eo analyze classroom climate and its

25Ed*,rrrd J. Amidon and John B. Hough, ,tprefacerrr Intç:ractÍon
Analysis: Theory, Research, and Application (Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-tr^iesley ?ublishing Company, L967), p. v.

26t1. A. Flanders, Teacher fnf luence: I.gpi_L Attirudes and
Achievement (Mínneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1960).

2TEdr.rrrd Amidon and Elizabeth Hunter, rmproving Teaching: The
Analysis of classroom verbal Tnteraction (New york: ttol{ ninerrart
and In/inston, rnc. , L966); John B. Hough, "An observation system for
the Analysis of classroom rnstructionrrr rnLeract.ion Analysis: Theory,
Research and Application, E. J. Amidon and J" B. Hough, editors (Read-
ing, MassachuseËts : Addison-hÏesley publishing Company, Lg67).
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Tnteraction analysis has also been applied to the problem of pre-

service and in-service training of teachers for the purpose of modi-

fying or shaping the patterns of verbal teaching behavíor" Flanders,

Moskowitz, Hough, Lohman are responsible for translating interaction

analysis theory into practí"".28 Flandersr main concern in the

analysís of classroom behavior is in the affective aspects of teach-

ing. fn the last fíve years or so, however, efforts have been made

on the cognitive aspects of teachíng by such researchers among others,
,o

as Smith, Bellack and Hílda Taba." They have, in essence, developed

instruments to measure, not climate of the classroom as Flanders did,

but the logica1, cognitive, íntel1ectua1 aspects of classroom dís-

course. Searles in his method of analysis of instruction combínes

the charting of cognitíve as well as affective objectives in Ínstruc-
30

taon.

'oNed A. Flanders, 'rTeacher Behavior and In-Service Programs,tt
Tnteraction Analysis: Theory, Research and Application, E. J. Amídon
and J. B. Hough, editors (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, L967); Gertrude Moskowítz, "The Attitudes and
Teaching Patterns of Cooperating Teachers and Student Teachers Traíned
in Interaction Analysis," .op. cit., pp" 27I-283; John Hough and
Richard Ober, 'rThe Effect of Training in Interactíon Analysis on the
Verbal Teaching Behavior of Pre-Service Teachers," op. cit., pp" 329-
346; and Ernest Lohman, Richard Ober, and John Hough, 'rA Study of the
Effect of Pre-Service Traíning in fnteraction Analysis on the Verbal
Behavior of Student Teachers," 9p. cit", pp. 346-350.

2q'-8. O" Smith and others, A Tentgqyg Report on the Strategies
of Tqaching, U. S. Department of Health, Education and trnlelfare (Urbana:
Bureau of Educational Research, Uníversity of Il1inois, L964); Arno
A. Bellack, Herbert M. KlÍebard, Ronald T. Hyman, and Frank L. Smíth
Jr", The Language of the Classroom (New York: Teachers College Press,
1966); and Hilda Taba, "Teaching Strategy and Learning," lg[qglglg
Journal for Instructional Improvement. 1963"

30John g. Searles, A System for lnstlqç!:þn (Scranton: Inter-
national Textbook Company, 7967).
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Of the three domains mentíoned by Krathwohl in his book on

educatíona1 objectives, the area most closely related to the begin-
i1

ning stages of language learnÍng is the psychomotor domain"-- As

Krathwohl indicates very few of these objectives can be found in Ëhe

research literature. Observational research studies based on psycho-

motor obiectives are nonexístent.

One observational study, however, \¡/as conducted by Moskowitz

to examine the effects of training foreign language teachers in
i,

interactÍon analysis."- This study, nevertheless, deals with climate

in the classroom and not with psychomotor objectives.

Duhon and Brísley in a recent publication have postulated

premises about modern foreign language teaching and about the evalu-
??

ation of instruction."" They have suggested practíces in developíng

and using checklists to indicate factors observed in the classroom.

They make no attempt, however, at quanLifying the data observed.

Potitzer, in a book devoted to the training of Eeachers in the

teaching of French, describes ín some detaí1 the essential features of
JL

the performance of the good and experienced language teacher.-' He

Taxonoqy o! Educational 0biectíves. Handbook If: Affective
(New York: David McKay Company, Inc. , L956), p. 7.

añ

"'Gertrude Moskowitz, "The Effects of Training Foreign Language
Teachers in fnteraction Analysís," Foreign t-anggg.gg. 4414þ, TII (March,
7968), pp. 2L8-235.

33Oorothy Duhon and Leonard Brísley, Evaluative Criceria for
Moderg Fore]gg L4nguage Teaching (Denver: Colorado State Department
of Education, 1964) "

--Robert L. Politzer, Practice-Cer:!!eqç4 Teacher Training:
French (Stanford: Stanford Center for Research and DevelopmenE in
Teaching, 1966) "

?'l"-David R. I(rathwohl, Benjamin S" Bloom, and Bertram B. Masia,
Domain
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states, however, that these critería must be regarded as hypotheses

which must be validated by further research.

This brief review of the research literature in second-

language teaching indicates the need for observational research in

the classroom using teaching materials under language - learning

conditions" It also points out the need for developing an instlrment

which will assist in the training of pre-service and ín-service

teachers.



CHAPTER ]II

}4ETHODOLOGY

rn chapter rr, the status of research in language learning

and language teaching was reviewed" An attempt v/as made to show the

importance of systematic observation in language teaching. The need

for developing an observatÍona1 instrument T,{as also pointed out.

Chapter III descríbes the rationale and theoretical basis of

the study, the development of an observatíonal instrument. and the

method of investigatíon. Then it provides a note on observer train-

íng and reliability.

I. RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

One of the aims of instructional research must be to endeavor

to measure relevant aspecLs of classroom behavior. The relevance of

a specific classroom behavior is determined partly by the nature of

the instructional system and partly by the nature of the discipline

Ëaught "

Tn the course of defining instruction, Macdonald mentions:

Some researchers prefer to deal only with a teaching-learning
system. Thus, it is agreed that neither teaching nor learning
is a sensíble concept apart from the other The teaching-
learning system, ít ís argued here, is more aptly called the
instructional system .. " Thus teaching is defined as the
behavior of the teacher, learning as the change in learner behav-
ior, instruction as the pupil-teacher interaction situation
Another way of puttíng this rníght be: learning ís the desíred
response, teaching is the art of systematically presenling
stimuli, andfor cues; instruction is the total stimulus setting
within which systemat.ic stimuli and desired responses occur. *

rJames B. Macdonald, lheories o! -lns-lruglign (tr^Iashington: Asso-
ciatíon Supervísion and Curriculum DevelopmenL, 7965)¡ pp. 4-6"
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The qualíty of classroom instruction, then, would depend upon

two main factors: what the students do, and what the teacher does.

All other environnental factors -- personalities of the teacher and

students, program of studÍes, teaching materials -- in the end contri-

bute to or detract from these two factors.

The nature of the Ínstructional system, however, is not suffi-

cient to determine the relevance of an instructional behavior. One

must also take into consideration Lhe nature of the disciplíne. A

teacher or student activity appropríate for teaching and learning a

second language may not be so for teaching social studies" The two

disciplines have different objectives and therefore will require

different activíties both on the part of the teacher and on the part

of the student. The main objective in second-lansuase instrrrc-l-ion is

to develop in the student a system of complex habits -- habíts of

pronunciation and ability to use the structure of the language. The

development of these ski1ls will require much practíce and review of

sounds and sLructure to the poinË of automatic response on the part

of the student -- a result likely to be frowned upon in social studies.

These habits, however) cannot be developed in a vacuum" They must be

based on contenL, on teachíng material" Excellent procedures using

inadequate teaching materials will produce imperfect results.

A study of classroom behavior, therefore, must first examine

the teacher procedures that will provide students with the appropriate

learning experiences Ín second-language learning, and secondly investi-

gaËe Ëhe content taught.
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" TI " THEOR-ETICAL BASTS

fn their study on classroom observation, Medley and Mitzel

índicate that there are t\,{o approaches in postulating effective

teacher behaviors: theory and what they call the shotgun approach.'

rn the latter, a researcher tríes out a large number of items to

find some that would prove relevant to teacher effectiveness. The

r¿riter chose Èhe first approach and elected to use recent develop-

ments in language teaching theory based on the findings of psycho-

logy, linguis¡ics, and psycholinguistics. The previous chapter

indicated the limitations of present knowledge of language theory

and practice; but in spite of these limitations and outstandins

problems, there exists a body of principles about which there is

sufficient consensus to form a theoretical foundation for developing

an observational instrument.

An analysis of Ëhe literaLilre on recent developments in

second-language teaching reveals a remarkable degree of ad.herence

among the leaders in thís field to the audio-lingual method. rn

t'Research on Teaching Foreign Languages,'r carroll lists four essen-

tial characteristics of the method of second-language teaching

towards which there seems to be "orr.r.rn"n."^3 Tlrr'ì.ê¡r are brief 1y as

follows:

)-Donald M" Medley and Harold E. Mitzel, rrMeasuring classroom
Behavior by sysËematic observation,'r Handbook of Research on Teach-
ing, N. L" Gage, editor (Chicago: nand i"t"llatty a"¿ Co*parUr, T9æ),
p. 298" 

1-CarroII, op. cit., pp. L063-L064.
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1. ftems are normally presented and learned in their spoken

fnrm hefore fhev ârê nresenfed in theír wrítten form.

2. Teaching methods rest upon the careful scíentific analy-

sis of the contrasts between the learner's language and the target

language.

3. Stress is laid on the need for overlearning of language

patterns by a special type of drill known asrrPattern practice."

4" There is an insistence on the desirabilitv. or even the

necessity of learning to make responses in situations which simulate

ttreal-1ife" conrnunícation situations as closely as possible.

These principles form the basis for procedures in instructíon and

in the organízation of teachíng material in an audio-lingual course.

They are not sufficient, however, to guide in the preparation of an

instrument for classroom observation. The course "Le Francais:
L

Ecouter et Parlerttr,,üas chosen for this purpose for two reasons.-

First, ít ís the program adopted for the Juníor High Schools of

Manitoba and, consequently, is accessible for research purposes;

secondly, the course is based on audio-1ingual principles; thirdly,

it gives very definite suggestions about procedures to be followed

in Ëhe teaching of French to beginning sLudents in an audio-lingual

course. As in other courses of study, the authors make certain

assumptions about the following factors: (1) Irrhich are the relevant

activities for student to engage in? (2) I^Ihich teacher procedures

. ^t ^Dominique G. Cotê, Sylvia Narins Levy, and Patricia O'Connor,
Le Francais: Ecouter et Parler (New York: HolË, Rínehart and Inlinston,
:9on.
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will provide these activities? (3) trnihat element.s of content will

facilitate learning? These assumpLions are of Lwo kinds: general

end snecifie- Tn the nexf few Dáses- fhe wrjfer will examine a

number of general assumptions and the specific assumptions of the

course. For each one Lhe student actívities, the teacher procedures,

and the content suggested, will be indicated.

As in other audio-1ingual courses, emphasis Ís placed on the

need for the student t.o perform in the language. Language is

behavior and behavior can be learned only by inducing the student to

behave. Learning a language entails comprehensíon, as well as

producLion; consequently Ëeachers are urged to use gradually more

French in classroom directions and explanations" In spite of the

stress on developing listening and speakíng ski1ls, this course is

not a conversational course; it teaches the four language skills.

The authors in the introduction to the Teacherrs Edition

point this out:

Thus students are asked Eo practise orally only those senËen-
ces which they understand meaningfully, read only those sentences
which they have practised oral1y to the point of fluent control,
and write only those sentences whích they have completely mas-
tered in terms of understanding, speakíng and reading.S

The teacher in the classroom will be faced with the problem

of placing relative emphasis on these four skills. The Teacherts

Edition, in its suggestions for classroom teaching procedures, does

not give any specific ínformation about this problem except to stress

the fact that the emphasis must be on undersËanding and speaking. In

5tL# n vviv
=:=:'t 

l-'
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a pamphlet, publicizing the first three levels of the course, how-

e\/er- ône cân find this clarification:

fn the first-level course, Ecouter et Parler, the emphasís is
on understanding and speaking French with 35 - 40 per cent of
the time Srrenf on lisfenins 30 - 5ô nêr ¡ênt. ¡¡ o^^al'inaù Ps4Nrrró ,
'1 O - 2O ncr eênf ^- -^-l-:*^ -"^r O - 15 nar nêni- ôn r¡rifinoLv yeL ççrtL ut¡ rs4u!tré, dIIu v LJ yvL verrL vrr

. Any percentage figures are a mere average of what the
authors provided as a reasonable range, within which individual
teachers or groups of teachers in cooperation with 1oca1 super-
visors would, of course, vary depending upon individual or
system objectives. b

In lvlanitoba the system objectives are communicated to the

teachers through pamphlets published by the Curriculum Conrníttees of

the Department of Education. Tn the pamphlet for French (Grades 7,

B and 9) the following distribution of time is suggesred:

Lístening Comprehension 40%

Speaking

Reading

T¡Tri l.ino

/n
'-L he Flo If -

(New vortî-uffi'

40%

rc%

L0%

Rinehart and Winslon
Rinehart and Winston-

Aural - Oral French Series

Thís sequencing of the four language skills assumes that there

must be a time lag between the establishing of aural - oral skills

and the introduction of reading" The authors recomrnend that the period

of aural - oral practice be extended for three units, postponing the

use of the student.rs book for that perÍod of tíme. The Curriculum

Conrnittee, on the other hand, indicates to to lsrnhare thst

1"1rjc narinrl r.rj'l 'l warv in lens*L ^^^^-Ã:.^^ s^ the needs Of eaChIIr!Þ PçrlVU W!¡¿ usLJ Lrt açLVIsIr¡ó LU

class. If the class has had previous training in French and
demonstrates adequate oral ski11s, then the pre-reading period
should be shortened accordingly. It could possibly consÍst of

Inc., ) p. 6.
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Unit I only. On the other hand, if the group has had no previous
experience with French, the teacher may wish to extend the pre-
ruàding period to tt/o Units. Ilowever, the pre-readíng period
should never be extended undulY.

one of the chief principles of any audio-lingual method is

overlearning. To satisfy this condition, Ecouter et Parler provides

for massive pracËice, and stress is placed on the need for review.

This emphasis on practice and review, however, ilâY lead to monotony

wÍth resultant loss of effectiveness. The authors recommend, there-

fore, that teachers vary their procedures, diversify their approach,

hw jnterminslinq review with new teaching materíals, by usíng games'
!¡¡ ev¡¡.¡+¡¡Þ 

- 
!--o

and by making use of tapes as a model for studentst responses.

The authors of Ecouter et Parler indícate that the content

of the course is linguistÍcally orÍented. The vocabulary is kept to

a mínimum. Complete utterances are used as the point of departure

for studentst learning of language sËructure. The strucLures of the

language are progressively sequenced Ëo favor effective learning.

A brief description of the four forms of organization of

content will be given to facilitate the understanding of the fo1low-

ing paragraphs. The content of Ecouter et Parler appears in four

forms: (1) Basic Dialogue Sentences; (2) Question-and-Answer

Practices; (3) Pattern Practices; and (4) Conversations.

1. gCSag Dialogue Sentences. TL^ €je^Ê ñ^-+ ^f eaCh UnitIIlg !!rùL PaLL u.

consists of a set of fwenty Basic Dialogue Sentences and their mean-

ings. The French and Englísh versions of the sentences are arranged

in such a r¡/ay that the student cannot see both at the same time.

Learning of the basic sentences must be complete. The Teacherrs
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immedíate and accurateEdition suggests

resPonse by the s

total mastery

tudents. 7

2. Question-Answer ?ractice" This is familiar. practiced

materíal in the Basic Díalogue sentences, recast in the form of ten

pairs of questions and answers. The answers are taken practically

word for \ùord from the basic sentences. Sometimes the crrestionc ^-^

the same, sometimes slightly different" They begín the studentts

independence from imitation and innnediate echoins. since he has to

understand and produce French in response to another French sentence.

3. Pattern Practice. This focuses attention on nerü varí-

ables (cues) while practising the fixed structural elements of the

stem until it becomes automatic. Each unit inlroduces ten patterns"

Most of these involve lexical substitutÍons on1v" Others are more

complex, and involve the studentrs making a choice between t\.üo or

three structural forms as required by the cue. Occasionally, in

pattern practicesner¿ vocabulary is introduced; as a rule, however,

they are based on the vocabulary and the structure learned in the

basic sentences. The Pattern Practice is the part of the content

whích facilítates the formatÍon of desired qramnatical habíts in the

s tudents.

4" Conversations. These are based on the dialogue sentences,

together r¿ith recurrence of grammatíca1 structures and vocabulary

from previous units. Since they are just new combinaLions of well-

known words and structures, they offer readíng comprehension practice,

1
' r.^+á ø.i ruuLË, up. urL., P. XVI-.
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r,/ith a minimum of frustratÍng puzzle-solving. The conversations

are also suitable for oral reading and dramatization; thus, they offer

content for a check ori pronunciation.

In attempting to establish the theoretical basis for a system

of observation, the assumptions of the authors of Ecouter et Parler

about certain general student activities, teacher procedures, and

elements of content conducive to effecËive learning, have been

described. The writer will now examine the authorsr specific sugges-

tions about appropriate student and teacher behaviors.

Sínce the chief aim of second-language instruction is to

bring the student to the point of usíng the second language actívely

and freely, the course of instruction and the teacher musL provide

the practice that will enable the sludent to develop the needed

skil1s. This means, in effect, that the student must be broughl from

the lor¿est level of language use to the highest leve1, i.e., free use

of language. The authors of Ecouter eL Parler recognize fÍve steps

in this process to partial mastery in a beginnÍng course: (1) recog-

nitíon; (2) imitation; (3) repetition; (4) variation; and (5)

selection. There is a suggestion in the introduction to the Teacher's

Edition that any item in a language -- word, construction, or idiom --
R

must go through these five stages as it is learned"-

Each one of these sLages will be examined in turn to discover

its characteristics and particular significance in terms of student

activíties, teacher procedures, and conËenË.

a-, ,"f9f9", P. xj-11.
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1. Recognition. There are t\^/o aspects of recognition in

the learning of any ne\,; language utterance:

the identification of the smaller elements of which

it consists (sounds or letters, words, constructions);

B. the identífication of its meaning.

After the student has identified the new item as consisting of smaller

familiar elements, it has to be associated with a meaning. This

association takes place through a variety of ways: from con|ext, from

gestures, from pictures, from explanations, or from an Englísh para1le1

sentence. The teacher procedures suggested for this stage are as

follows: first, íntroduce the French sentence and make its meaning

clear, then model it in such a way that the student can recognize the

new sounds he hears. To introduce the ne\,{ sentence the teacher must

(1) write the English counterpart of the sentence on the board or

have the students locate the English equívalent in their books;

(2) arÌnounce the number of the sentence; and (3) model the sentence

as the students are looking at the English equivalent.

The recognition phase, in this course, occurs during the

modeling of the Basic Dialogue Sentences.

2. Tmitation. This is the first activity of the student in

using the meaningful r^Iord, construction, or idiom which has been

recognized, ft is defined as the learnerrs immediate echoing of the

French utterance which the teacher or tape has just pronounced. The

procedure associated with this stage is modeling, either by teacher

or tape, for group or individual imítaËíon"

A.
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The content related to this stage of second-language learn-

íng is the Basic Dialogue Sentences.

3. Repetition. While repetition and imitation are conrnonly

used as synonyms, ín this instance, however, repetition is defined

as Lhe stage in which the learner's memory is strengthened. The

student is no longer írnmediately echoing a model as an imitation;

there is an intermediaÈe utterance between the model and the repeti-

tion of the modeled uLterance. This intermediate utterance mav take

the form of: (1) double-echo where the student. is required to

ïeDêât the utterance twice: (2\ the use of ttDemandez-moi celatt ort \_/

rtDites-moi cela," to trigger the response or question previously

---^+-í ^^1. /? \yrquL!Lçu, \Jz the question-and-answer practices previously des-

cribed" fn the last procedure the teacher asks a question, models

an ansr/Íer, asks the question again and expects the student to produce

the answer previously modeled.

The content material usually associaËed with Lhe stage of

repetition is (1) basic sentences for the first t\.ùo procedures; and

(2) question-and-ansr/¿er practice for the last one.

4. Variation. After the learner has begun the formation of

habít by imítatíon and repetition, a program of guided variation

leads the student to produce and understand other structures partly

similar to and partly dífferent from the utterances he has been

^L-.a--:-^ ñLi^ À+^+^ ^€,-^-:^*ion ís the. kevstone Of the aUdiO_5 LtJLryIrrBo trlrù Þ L46s v! v4f r4Lr--- -- ---- ---J - --

lingual method. It is the principal instnxnent the teacher makes

use of to develop the granrnatical habits of his students. The authors

of the course are rather insistent on the fact that the teacher should
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possíb1e. Inlhen the inevitable question

advised to

AS

IS

. (1) Concentrate on practice rather than explanation at
this time, or (2) develop his own special pattern practice by
bringíng in parallels to the sentence ín order to illustrate
r.l- ^ n*¡**n+i ¡a -l nr j n¡i nl a -ícne grammaE*-*- -- -nvolved ín the question.9

The main sources of materÍal for thís stage of language

learning, in this course, are pattern practices and conversations.

Translation as a means of teaching the language has no place ín an

audío-lingua1 course.

S e 1ec tí on. The first three steps in language learning,

i.e., recognition, imitiation, and repetítion stress habit formation;

the last two steps, variatÍon and selection begin the process of

generaLizatíon. rn the stage of selection, the student is now able

to choose the particular uLterance which is required for a particular

meaníng, from a wide variety of sentences he has mastered. Tn a

beginning course, this ís the stage most closely related to the

ultimate objectíve of language learning -- that of free use of

'l ansrrage ín a communication situatíon.

The procedures most often used to practice thís step are

personal questions, questions on the conversatÍons, and aË later

stages, on the readíngs of the review units, and in the topics for

repor t.

These are the five stages of language learning in an audio-

linguai course. The teacher procedures and the content for each of

these steps have been indicated. These will form the basis for the

q
rDaq.. Þ" xxvl]-"
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observational instrument" The procedures suggested for the develop-

ment of the reading and writing skills will now be examined.

Concerning reading, it may be useful t.o look aL the problem

of feachins rhis skíll in two succe.q.qiwe sfâees in this beøinnjnø

cours e.

1. The matería1 read in the first stage is the same material

the student has practised, overlearned, or memorized ín the pre-

reading instruction. The procedures suggested for this stage are

as follows:

(i) The teacher reads each sentence and has the class echo the pro-

nunciation as they look for the firs t time at the prínted form of

what they have been hearing and sayíng; (2) after some practice of

this kind, the student will read French aloud on their own.

The matería1 used will be Basic Díalogue Sentences, Question-

and-Answer Practices. and Pattern Practíces.

2. The second staÊe int.roduces the student to selections

wriLten for reading practice. The selections here are the convers-

ations" At this stage the selections employ only the known lexícal

and grammatical items, which are recombined into fresh conLent. This

content may be used for choral and silent reading in the classroom

or as a homework assignment. Innnediately following practice in

reading, writing is introduced. It consists of copying or trans-

cribíng matería1 that has been mastered ora1ly and in reading"

I{ords, basic sentences, and practices may also be assigned for dic-

Ëation"
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In the previous paragraphs, the stages of audio-1ingual

development, of reading, and of writing have been described. The

procedureS suggested by the course ttEcouLer et Parlert' are all based

on teacher-student interaction. In order to measure this interaction

an observational insËrument \,/as devised.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OBSERVAT]ONAL TNSTRUMENT

For this study, an observational instrument \^/as designed to

measure three dimensions of classroom instruction: (1) student

activíties; (2) teacher procedures; and to a lesser degree (3)

content.

Since the f irst t\^/o dimensions are inseparable, they will be

discussed concurrently" The instrument consists of eleven categories

comprising three major sections: (1) classroom management; (2)

teacher procedures; and (3) student responses and questíons.

Classroom management \.^ras divided into two categories:

(1) directions and (2) silence, confusion, or irrelevance. Teacher

procedures consist of tr,vo groups of categories, those referring to

habit-formatíon and Lhose referring

refcrrins to habít formation are:

generaLization. The categories

recognition; (2) imitation;

EO

(1)

and (3) repetition; those relating to generalizatíon are: (1) vari-

ation and (2) selection. To the latter, it was found necessary to

add a third -- information" Student responses are recorded in two

different categories; one for group Iesponses and the other for

individual responses. The nexË category belonging to this group
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refers to student questions.

For ease in recording, the categories were listed, in the
10

following order, on the Procedure Analysis form'-- (1) directions;

(2) recognition; (3) imítation; (4) repetition; (5) information;

(6) variation; (7) selection; (8) individual response; (9) group

response; (10) student questions; and (11) irrelevance"

Definítíon of Categor:!es

CeggC_g.Ly 1, Directions. During class observation, a portion

of every classroom instructÍon rtas devoted to giving directions,

commands, and explanations about classroom routine. These were

recorded in cat.egory one. Included in thís category \^/ere statements

such as, "Ouvrez vos livres à la page vingt-cinq"" "Répétez après

moi.tt ttEncore une f ois ' tt

Catel,ory 2, Recognitíon. This category included modelíng by

the teacher for the purpose of allowing the student to identify

sounds and meaning. It was also used to record dictation.

Category 3, Imitation. I{henever the Eeacher modeled an

utterance wíth the íntention of ínvolving the student in echoÍng Ëhe

sentence, category three was used.

CaË"gg.l-y.1, Repetition' Category four is used if the teacher

challenged the studenttS memory and used such procedures as: ques-

tion-and-ansvrer patterns, double-echo, and "Demandez-moi cela"rr DiËes-

moi cela.rl

10.
Aññêñd1 V A
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Category 5, fr!gm"!!or. fncluded in this category were Ëhe

explanations that the teacher gave on grammatical structure, on

meaning, and on sounds" This caEegory appeared to be used most often

by those teachers i¿ho wished to develop Ín their students an a\.üare-

ness of difference Ín sounds and the abílity to generalize about the

structure of the language.

Category 6, Variation. Procedures involving Pattern Practices,

\^rere recorded in this category. Also included r¿ere the teacherts

attempts to develop the student's knowledge of strucLure through

variations using the conversations.

Category 7, Selection" The last category referring to teacher

procedures íncluded questions and statements soliciting a rejoinder.

This is the most difficult and also Lhe point of highest achievement

for the students in this first level course. This step \.^/as most

often used to review habits of pronunciation and structure already

es tab lished.

Categorv 8, Individual Student Besponses. fn this category:

r,vere recorded the responses that students made individually to the

different types of stimuli presented by the teacher.

Category 9, Group StudenË Responses. If the students answered

ín unison, either as a whole class or by ro\,;s, this incident was

recorded in category níne.

Categorv 10, Student Questíons. This category included ques-

Ëíons asked by the student. Normally in a class at this 1evel, these

were questions, in Englísh, asking for clarificaËion about sounds or
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structures that were púzzling the students.

Category 11, Silence, Confusion, or Irrelevance. Periods of

silence or noise, and time spent in extended explanations that have

no obvious relevance to the ob'iectíves of the lesson were recorded

i n l-hi q .4 fêonr\Z

Categories one to seven represent not only teacher talk but

also the activities in whÍch the students are occupied at a certain

time -- ímiËation, practising patËern practices, answering questions,

etc. They were arranged on the Procedure Analysis form in such a

r,\7ay that the categories bearing the lowest and highest numbers on

l-he rvhole- reDresent the lowest level of use.- whil^ ^^!^a^-i^a ^--r--S;enl. tne IOrr'/eSE --. ---r..^-1Ie CAEegofJ-eS Seven

and eight include the highest level of use -- an exchange between

the teacher and one student.

Procedure ^-^1.-^-'^ryId:J::g Form

To facilitate the task of recording, a procedure analysís
11

form was devised" -- It bears Lhe identifying informatíon, showing

the teacherrs name, the school, Lhe date, the unít taught, the grade,

Ëhe time the observation began and ended. The sheet was divided

horízontal1y into fifty squares in which incidents vüere recorded as

they occurred. Each horizontat line represents a category. To

indicate that an incident had occurred in the classroom a vertical

stroke was placed in the appropriate line. If, for instance, the

Ëeacher was modeling a sentence for Ímitation, a stroke was placed

in a square in line three" The choral response by the studenLs r,üas

llLppendix A.
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recorded in the line bearine number nine. Since the model and the

student imitation are both on the same content they \^/ere recorded ín

the square occurring in the same row. Belovz the categories, the

lines of squares r,/ere used to erÌ.ter information relating to conLent,

i. ê., whether the teacher T,{as teachíng a basic dialogue sentence, a

quesLion-and-answer dri11, a pattern dri11, a conversation, or review

material. Revíew material here means content that was taught in

previous units" If the imitatíon item mentioned previously referred

to basic dialogue sentence eighteen, the number eighteen \^Ias entered

ín the square of the same rord, on the line marked B.D.S.

Experience with recording showed that, on Lhe average, five

minutes of teaching time could be recorded on one sheet of the

Procedure Analysis form. A forty minute period took approximately

eighË sheets.

Additíonal information about the ínstructional system \^las

rpnrrired: t-herefore- fhis information about the íncidents described!çYut!usr LrrvÀurv!v,

was added by means of symbols" The symbol D, for instarÌce, was used

to indicale an incident that involved development of the reading

ski11. If in the incident mentioned earlier, the teacher was giving

an oral model but this time for the students to repeat while following

ín theír books, the teacher incident lr7as recorded the same \{ay as in

the previous example as an oral stimulus, but the student response \¡Ias

recorded under category níne with a D instead of a stroke"

The symbols used for recording further informatíon about the

nature of the stimulus or response \^/ere as follows:



E - English

N - An incident used Lo develop listening comprehension -

recorded in categories eight or nine

D - An incident involving reading

T - An incident involving writing

C-Arecordedstimulus

V-Avisualstimulus

S - A student stímulus recorded in categories eíght or nine.

No s1'rnbol was required for indicating use of French in an incident,

since ewervfhins -^Ê r^*^ t- o--lish was necessari lv in tr'rcnch-o!¡rvu uvu!J I¡vL uvÌIç !I¡ lrló¿IÐlI Wqù llgçgùù4! !!J r¡¡ ! !glrurl .

Similarly, since every incident not involving the listening compre-

hension, readíng, or writing skills must be spoken, no symbol was

used to indicate a spoken stimulus or response.

By and large, in this study incidents \,ùere recorded. In a

limited number of categories, involving prolonged discourse or

indistinguishable incÍdents, such as information, silence, or noíse

a check mark was used every three seconds instead of a stroke or

symbol.

Problems in Recordine

Thís system of recording teacher and student behavior in the

instructional system \das rather símple to use. There v/ere, however,

n f ew nrocedrlres which caused somp rií f f i errl tw in recordinø- Thc uses!¡16.

of directed dialogue, for instance, required the addition of the s1.rnbo1

S Ëo the system. The directed dialogue is a dri11 Ín which the teacher

directs a student to ask a question of another sËudent. The teacherrs
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initíal request \,'/as recorded by a vertical stroke in category seven,

as Ít is a statement requiring a rejoinder. The studentrs question

in raqnnnqê r^ rhat command was recorded with an S under câteøorrsuvLuçu wlLrr dll _*_*o_--f

eight and the next studentrs arÌs\i/er r¿ith a stroke also in category

eight"

The develñnmênr nF rr'o çollowing diagram, showing the rela_

tionship between teacher procedures and student activities in devel-

opíng the four skills, proved to be of great help in devising and.

using Lhe recording system"

FTGURE 1

RELATIONSHIP OF SKILLS TO CATEGORIES

L,

Àt

-t r

T

p¡,ø
V

lq.n o.nl

. VIT]D

8D,9D

IV

lE, 5E, 78, BE, 98, 10, 11

T

BT,9T

II

?/,
')'t

6,7

VI]
.q'n qr\
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The roman numerals in the diagram serve to identify the spaces and

intersections. The arabic numerals refer to the categories, and the

symbols to skÍ1ls developed, i.e., N refers to lisËening comprehension'

D Lo reading, I( to speaking, and T Lo writing. The rectangles indi-

cate how a response would be recorded. The large rectangle represents

the universe and includes all the incidents in the instructional

process. The numbers and symbols ouLside of the circles represent

the categories or sub-caLegories of incídents v¡hich do not. contribute

to the development of any particular language ski11"

Space I includes the categories which are solely related to

developing listening comprehension" Space II refers to activities

involving only writing, without any intervention by the teacher.

Space III represents activities in which student.s are using speaking

ski1ls without being guided by a model or question from the teacher.

Such activities as dramatizaLion, oral reports I^lould be placed in

this area. Space IV includes student activities ínvolving only the

reading ski11, such as silent reading. Intersection V, involving

both listening and reading, describes the situatíon where the teacher

models an utterance and the students simply follow in their books.

In intersection VI is added the dimension of speaking. Here the

student would be repeating the teacher's model while reading in his

textbook. Intersection VTI represents those categories -- imítation,

ranarírion- warlation- and selection -- whích involve a teacherrs! çyL Lr urvrr,

model and student spoken ansl^/er. fntersection VIII describes the

situation in which the student wrítes down the uËterance ËhaË the

teacher is dicËating.
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]V. }4ETHOD OF TNVEST]GATION

The limited scope of this study did not \^Tarrant the use of

sophisticaled critería for the selection of teachers and classes for

the research" Certain conditíons, however, \^7ere considered. To

test the discriminating po\¡/er of the instrument, four teachers were

selected on the basis of símilar training. The classes selected

were of average ability,not the besL nor the poorest classes taught

by the teachers concerned. All the classes were grade sevens and

all of them, except one, r¡Iere studyíng unit five. The other class

was beginning unit six.

In order to minimize t];re interfererì.ce caused bv the Þresence

of an observer in the classroom, the four teachers, selected for

this study, tape recorded six consecutive classes. It was assumed

that in sÍx consecutíve classes it would be possible to detect teacher

patterns in procedure.

The tape recordings r,¿ere to cover the entire class period.

The data from the tapes r,{ere, then, recorded by the l{riter on Lhe

procedure analysis form"

The quantifying of the data was done by computer. A computer

program Ì/¡as devised to provide the total number of incidents, aver-

ages, and ratios for each class period and for the six consecutive

periods for each of the four teachers"

V. OBSERVER TRAINING AND RELIABIL]TY

The two observers trained for this study r¡/ere a supervisor of
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French in the inlinnipeg School Dívision and the writer. Both obser-

vers \.^rere acquainted with the audio-lingual method as interpreted by

ttEcouter et ?arLer.tr Consequently, the training period was short

and consisted in agreeing on how Lo record the behaviors in the differ-

ent categories and in memorizíng the categories and s;rmbols. The

procedure Analysis instrument T,^/as then used in classroom observation

with both observers present. A tape recording of the classes observed

was also made, for the purpose of checking the meËhod of recording

of the observers.

The formula used for estimaËing relíabi1íty was Scottrs

coefficient of relíabilitY.

Scott cal1s his coefficient "pi" and it ís determined by the
two formulae below.

Po-Pe
1-Pe

Po is the proportíon of agreementand Pe is
agreement expecËed by chance which is found
proportion of tallies in each caËegory and
all categories.

In formula tvüo there are k cat.egories and Pi is the propor-
tion of tallies fallÍng into each category. iJ , in formula one) can
be expressed in words as Lhe amount that the two observers
exceeded chance agreemefrt divided by Lhe amount that perfect
agreement exceeds chance. . A Scott coefficient of 0.85 or
higher is a reasonable level of performur."u.Iz

1?"Ned A. Flanders, "The Problems of Observer Training and

Reliability,rr fnteraction Analysis, Edmund Amidon and J. Hough,
editors (Readinil Áddison-tr{esley Publíshing Company, 1967), PP" l6L-
163.

Lhe proportion of
1'rr qnrrsrino fho

sunrníng these over

1;
N

./t Pi
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Af ter

described, a

calculated.

five or six trials in the classroom, as

coefficíent of reliabí1ity for the tr,¡o

The rcsrrll-s aooear in Table I.vee+ee *rrv

nrarz'í nrrs I rz

observers was

TABLE ]

OBSERVER RELTAB]L]TY I

Category 0bserver Observer
AB

%

Diffaran¡o (Avø "/\2
\¿!v u. /o/

"/" A /õD

1

¿

3

4

5

o

7

R

9

10

11

Totals

6T

79

273

0

0

8

101

L96

0

q

730

44

9t

274

0

3

0

4

L72

202

0

7

737

8.4

10. 9

37 "4

0.0

0.4

0.0

1.1

13"8

26.8

0.0

r.2

100. 0

6.0

L2.4

37 .2

0.0

0.4

0.0

0.6

1s.0

27 "4

0.0

ôo

ooo

2.4

15

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

L,2

.o

0.0

0.3

6.7

.504

r.322

L3.9L2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0. 006

2.07 3

7.344

0.0

0.010

25"L7r

rl - Po - Pe - (I00 - 6"7) - 25"2 - olI I loo - Pe roo - 25.2

Table IT shows

a dífferent recording

results of a check on reliability taken on

months 1ater.

the

t\^/o
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TABLE II

OBSERVER RELIABILITY I]

Category o/
'" ,)

Drrrerence (Ave. %)0bserver 0bserver
AB

!

2

3

4

tr
J

6

7

R

q

10

11

To tals

6B

t7

2

4

B

¿+

56

200

IO

1

0

396

L7 "2

4.3

ô\

1.0

2.0

6"I

14. 2

50. 5

4"0

n?

0.0

100.1

20.8

4.L

0.0

1.3

2,I

L4.4

47 "8

0.0

0.0

100. 0

0.2

n5

0.2

0.1

0.2

o)

2.7

0.4

0.3

0.0

8.4

3.610

0.176

0.062

0.0L2

0. 040

0.360

2" 450

24. L08

o "L44

0.022

0.0

30 "984

81

I6

0

q

B

¿J

56

185

L4

0

0

388

ll
II

Po-Pe= ;-Ã;---=-IUU - rE
(100-8.4)-30.9

100 - 30.9
.BB

The recording was preceded by a ten minute \,zarm-up on another tape

recording.

After an ínËerval of a rveek without any practice in recordíng

by either observer a further check on reliability was performed using

a different sample. The resulËs appear in Table IIT'
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TABLE I]I

OBSERVER RELIABILITY I]T

Category
Observer 0bserver

AB ^',2urrrerence (AVe. /o,)%A

1

2

4

o

7

B

9

10

11

Totals

18

20

L66

0

25

32

0

83

183

0

0

527

1B

25

L7I

0

26

33

0

81

79r

0

2

547

3.8

0"0

4.8

6"L

0.0

L5.7

34"7

0.0

0"0

100. 0

??

4.6

0.0

4.7

6"0

0.0

14. B

2./, O

0.0

0.4

r00"0

0.1

0.8

0.2

0.0

0.1

n1

0.0

0.9

0.2

0.0

0.4

2"8

0. 108

o.17 6

q ,q5q

0.0

0.220

0.360

0.0

2"3I0

L2" LLO

0.0

0. 001

25 " L44

tlll--
Po-Pe
;==--------=-IUU - YE

(100-2.8)-2s.1 =.s6
100 - 25"1

0bserver Cons Í s Ëency

To determine observer consistency one of the tape recordings

from the study was pícked at random and recorded once agaín by the

writer after an interval of three weeks. The results of this check

on observer consistency appear in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

OBSERVER CONSISTENCY

Observation 0bservationCatesorv 7" A,AB
%

% B Difference (Ãve.%)2

1

2

I

4

6

7

a

10

11

To tals

29

B

227

¿

Z

0

11

160

183

0

L2

694

35

o

¿)o

0

4

0

70

164

L94

0

13

742

/, ')

1.1

32 "7

^?

rìe

0"0

L0.2

23.0

0.0

1.8

100. 0

4.7

0.8

0.0

0"5

0"0

9.4

22. L

¿o"¿

0.0

1.8

100. 0

0.5

U.J

1R

0.3

0.2

0.0

0.8

0.9

0"2

0.0

0.0

"5.0

0.193

0. 008

TL.2B9

0. 001

0.002

0.0

0. 960

5 "062

6"9t7

0.0

0.032

24" 464

il= Po-Pe
100 - Pe

= (1oo - 5.0) - 24.5
ro0 - 24"5

= ,93



CHAPTER ]V

ANALYS]S AND ]NTERPRETATION OF DATA

It is the purpose of this chapter to study the data accumu-

lated from the tape recordings of six consecutive class periods from

each of four teachers to test four hypotheses.

Sínce the sample for thís study is limited, the dala and

results will be considered to be indicative of the procedures of

teachers in the classroom, rather than completely descriptive with

rcsncef fo fhese behaviors. The teachers may not have had equal

opportunity to develop each ski11 and to exhibit each category because

of the parts of a unit that each \,üas covering at the time of record-

ing. They were covering, however, approximately the same material.

1. OPERATIONAL DEFINITTONS

For the purpose of this study the succeeding operational

definitions will be adoPted:

1. The percentages for each one of the categories, for stu-

dent incidents, for teacher talk, recorded stimulus, student talk in

English, and teacher talk in English, \.^/ere calculated on the basis of

the total number of íncidents occurring in a class period"

2. Teacher questions ín English and student responses in

English were calculated as percentages of teacher question and student

respons es resPectivelY.

3. The 1/G ratio which sho\,rs the relationshíp between indi-

--i .1,, ^'l +a arn"nvruu@¿ uv 6!-*1, resPonses lfas calculated as follows:

Category 8
îcl:øoartt Q
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4" The H/Ge ratio comparing incidents of habit formatíon ro

incidents relatíng to generalizatíon was calculated as:

Categories2*3+4
C.arao¡riac 5 -L 6+7

5. fhe R/N ratio indicatíng the relationship between review

and new material vras calculated as:

Previous material
Basic Díalogue Sentences * Q and A. + P. p f Conv.

6. Based on the interpretation of the development of skills

f o¡nd in Fi srrre I - |-he Dercentâca nf t. r'ma cñônl- On eaCh Skill WaS

calculated as follows:

Lis tening Comprehens ion

caregoríes 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 - (18 + 5E + 7E + 10 + 11) x 100
Total number of incídents

Speaking

caregories 8+9+BD+9D- [caregory 2 (8D,9D)+8T+gT+BE+gE] x 100

Total number of incidents

Reading

8D + 9D + lcaregory 2 (8p + 9D) + Caregory 3 (8p + 9p)l x 100
Total Number of Incidents

tr{ritíng

8T f 9T f Category 2 (BT * 9T) X 100
Total number of incidents

In some cases it wíll be possible for the sum of the percentages for

all skills to toLal more than one hundred per cent, since the teacher



in certain procedures may be developing as many as three
11

same time. In Fígure lf intersection VI , the teacher is

utterance, and the student is repeating it while reading

book.

46

skills at the

mndol i no ¡n

in his text-

Pacing \.{as calculated as follows:

Total number of incidents
Number of minutes of teaching

8. Based on the assumptions

indices were calculated as follows:

Index of efficiency

of the audio-lingual method, two

100-lCateEorvl+10\----Þ--J

Index of variety

+ 11 + T.T.E) (Pacing)

(H/Ge ratio) (R/N ratio) (R" S" ) (Reading + I^Iriting)

9. This study was based on the assumption that a significant

difference betr¿een the four teachers in the proportion of íncídents in

a category indicated a significant difference in procedure for that

caEegory.

10" A sígnificant dífference in procedure obtained on forty

percent of the factors investigated consEituted a sígnificant differ-

ence in overall procedure.

]T. TECHNIQUES FOR TESTING THE IIYPOTI{ESES

The adoption of Lhe first nu1l hypothesis, dealing wíth the

feasibility of identifying and quantifying teacher procedures ín the

classroom, \^7as dependent upon the adopLion or rejection of the second,

third, and fourth hypotheses.

a

i?
rage Jo.
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The technique used for testing the second and third hypotheses,

having to do with the presence or absence of differences among teachers

in instructional procedures, r¡/as that of selectíng a panel of four

judges to determine whether the difference in percentage or ratio in

each factor v/as significant. Signifícance v¡as defíned as referring to

a di f ference in orocedrire sreâf e.nouch âs l-o resul t in an aooreciable

difference in student achievement.

The Í'd^^â ..^_^ +.,^ ^_^f eSSOTS f rOm the tr,:crr I f w nf F.dlcationItrç Juu6EÞ WE!ç LWU PrUIEùÞVlù Mltt LtIg ! 4UUrLJ ur LUUç(

of the University of Manitoba, one French supervisor, and one French

+^^ ^l ^nLC4çlIç!.

If the judges disagreed in their decision, a category scored

by three judges as significant and by the fourth as not significant

\.{as considered signif icant. If , on the other hand, the judges split

evenly in their decision, the factor r¡/as listed as not signif icant"

This technique r,üas used in pref ererÌce to a statistical test

because of the smal1 size of the sample and the need for interpretation

of the variations in Procedure.

In the fourth hypothesis, where an attempt is made to find

signifícant differences ín classroom practíce, Lf any, from the pro-

cedures outlined by the course of studies, a panel of five judges was

used to quantify in terms of a percentage their idea of the relative

ímportance of the variables consídered in this part of the study. The

panel of five judges consisted of two professors from the Faculty of

Educatíon, one French supervisor, and two teachers, involved in the

teaching of French at the grade seven 1evel.
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For the purpose of this study a t\^/enty per cent deviatíon

from either mean (teachers'mean and judges'mean) indicated a signi-

ficant difference between the behavior of teachers recorded from the

classroom tapes and between the judgesr estímaÈe of the relative

importance of each variable. This technique r/üas considered approp-

riate for this study because of the sma11 sample.

III. DIFFERENCES IN PROCEDURE

or

The second and third

absence of differences in

follows:

null hypotheses

procedure among

de¡'l vri fh fhe nr:esence

Leachers and are stated

There is no

in t-hp nrooortion of

tive class periods.

There is no

in overall procedure

^.t ^-.: €; ^^* ç ,1 : çç^-^^-^ù rÉrr!t rç4rr L u!! ! sr sr¡uc

íncidents obtained for

between the four teachers

each factor on six consecu-

sisníficant dífference between the four teachers

in the six consecutive class periods.

The data for these two hypotheses are presented in Table V.

Column one shows the factors under consíderatíon (categoríes, ratios,

skills)" Column Ewo gives the mean percentage or ratio obtained by

teacher A for six consecutive classes in each factor considered.

Column three, four, and five give the same information for teachers

B, C, and D respectively. Column six lisls the means of the percent-

ages or ratios for the four teachers on each factor. Column Seven

indicates the judgesr decision with regard to significance.

The judges agreed completely on seventeen facËors. Tn Table VI,
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- t^ -- t^categories 3, 5, 8, IIG ratío, H/Ge ratio, T.T.E., reading, writÍng,

teacher questions in English, st.udent responses in Englísh, and

recorded stímulus were indicated as varying significantly by all

judges. Categories 1, 2,10, and 11, sLudent talk in English, R/N

ratio, were marked as not varying significantly by all judges"

î^+^¡aeiae h 
^ 

^^.1 1 þ^^^L^- !^1r- -t--r^*+ +^1k lisfeninp. com-uä.tegoI Igb +, u, dLLu I r LËéulrc! L4rN, Þ LuucrrL L4!Nr !ro Lu!rrr¡ó vv.

prehension, and speaking were considered as not varying significantly

because two or three judges considered them not significant. Cate-

gory 9 was classified as significant because three of the judges

agreed in that verdict. According to the data in Tables V and VI,

the judges have found significant differerices in the proportion of

íncidents obtained on twelve factors. These conclusions by the

judges lead to the rejection of the second null hypothesis. The

four teachers varied significantly in proportion of incidents in

twelve of the variables.

for readins all tables

- teacher talk
- teacher talk in English

- student talk in English

- +,ãAnhor nrrasfions in Enø1ish

- ql-rrdanf rêqnônsêq in trnolish

- recorded stimulus
ratio - individual ro group response ratio
ratio - habit formation to generah-zation ratio

ratio - review to neü7 material ratio
- listening comprehensíon
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF THE MEANS OF FOUR TEACHERS OBTA]MD ON

TI^IENTY-FIVE PROCEDURE BEHAVIORS

Behavior
Des crip tion MEAN

õ^ç^-^--- 1udLcée! y r

^-+^^^-*- 
IwdLcËeL y L

ôa +^*¡v'. ?vaLE6u! y J

fnl-os¡rv L

^^ 
È^^^--. q

u4Lcóvr J J

r]afes¡rv 6

îal,ao¡rv 7

ñ-+^a^--. QvaLeóu! J v

Category 9

n- Ë^^^--. 1nw4Lçóv!J rv

C¡foonrr¡ I l

ST. Tncidents
T nñ1f,
T . IA !N

qrrtF

T.T"E"
TTìT'

S"R"E"

Þq

I/ G rAtl-O

H/ Gtr TAETO

R/N ratio

L. C.

SP"

PêAã1îO

l^lrr flnO

Pnnins

7 "50
u. oo

18. 38

L.84

4.47

o'1 t

44.97

0"27

L"77

54.36

43"87

r. 60

L¿.)O

68.24

15.09

9"4r
0.20

1. 35

0.11

36 "32
4s "24
17.08

8. 84

L7 "5

7 "14
t.07

12"73

r.32
11.50

LL.44

LL" 66

33.25

0" 16

2. 16

45 .07
1) 1^

3. 10

L7.L6

36 "44
25 .44

0. 00

0. 35

0. 50

0. 13

33 .28

35"09

10"53

8.59

L4.3

0. 83

4"72

26.40

0.5 9

3. 38

5 .66

6"73

23"76

27 "34
0"00

0.5 9

51.10

48"31

0. 04

0 .7I
0.58

0.58

0. 00

0. B7

2"Or

0. 30

46.93

49.86

5 55

0 .07

17 .6

J. IJ

2.0L

33.26

o.14

0.61

2. t8

5 "4r
L7.9L

29 .59

v"¿)

3.53

47 "75

48"72

2. 07

1. 63

0. 00

32" L4

2. 84

0. 61

4.32

0. 11

43.3L

42"75
q5R

2.92

18. 8

5.t4
2.IL

22.69

0 .97
/, ao

7 "32
15.61

33. 78

0. t7

2.01

49 .57

48"4L

r.7 0

8.01

26"32
1 /, ?'t

3. 0B

0.50

2.04

0. 16

ñc

n. s.
c

n. s.
q

S.

n, s.

n.s"
ne

n. s.

n. s.

q

S.

S"

n. s.

39.96 n. s.

44,73 n. s.

10. 68 s.

5. 11 s.

L7 .O
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TABLE V]

JUDGES' ASSESSMENT OF S]GN]F]CANCE OR NON-S]GNIFTCANCE
ON TWENTY-FIVE FACTORS OF LANGUAGE TEACH]NG

Behavior
Recorded

JUDGES

II III IV

A.ef aøorv 1 -

¿.

f

4.
tr

6.

T.

R

q

10.

11.

ST. Incidents

T. Talk

T.T.E.
TAF

S. R. E.

¡ l¡ o^ç:^!/ u l\oLrv

H/Ge Ratío
p /N p¡ t-.' ^r\¿ !r r\\4 çrv

L. C.

SP.

Þa¡¡lino
¡\9gg !r¡õ

L¡r1 rl nO

n. s.

nq

n" s,

n.s"
q

n. s.
ñq

c

q

q

c

n. s.

q

n. s.

S.

e

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

q

ñc

n. s.

S.

n. s.

S,

S.

q

S.

q

q

e

n" s.

n. s.

q

ft" s.
q

c

n" s.

n. s.

n"s"

n. s.

n. s.

S.

S.

n. s.

n. s.

ñe
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Tn accordance with operational definÍtion number eight, since

the teachers varied significantly in proportion of incidents on cer-

tain varíables, the inference can be made that teachers varied signí-

ficantly in procedure on those factors. sÍnce the judges have found

a significant dífference in fifty-two percent of the factors ínvesti-

gated, the third nu11 hypothesis is not supported. Teachers showed a

si sni fj canf di fference in overall nrocedrrrp.y! v9suur C.

A look at the results of Table v permits one to drai¿ addi-

tional inferences about the nature of the differences in procedure

between teachers.

TV. FACTORS OF EFFICIENCY

The four teachers observed in the study, according to the

panel of judges, showed no significant differences in classroom manaqe-

ment categories. Category I and II r^rere both indicated as not sieni-

ficant" A combination of factors, however, bearing upon the efficiency

of a teacher as defined by the proponents of the audio- Iingual method

give a different pícture. An efficient teacher, according to the

latter, will use few directions; his explanations will be clear so

that there wíll be no need for student questíons; very little time

will be lost in silence, confusion, and irrelevance; most of his time

will be spent in developing skills of the target language, consequently,

use of English will be at a minimum. Table vrr shows a comparíson

between the four teachers on these four factors.

The mean percentage of incidents spent on these factors ís

15.33. The spread from the mean in each case is ereater than rr,¡enfv
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TABLE V]I

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS ON FACTORS OF EFFIC]ENCY

Behavior
Des críp tion

Teachers

Bõ Mean

11¡ f aonrrz l

n^Ê^^^-.. 1 nudLçóur J tv

Category 11

T. T. E.

Totals

Tndex of
B rl1nr âñê\7

7.50

0.27

L.7 7

t2.56

22. rO

77.90

7.14

0. 16

2. L6

17.t6

¿o.o¿

73.38

0"83

0. 00

0 .59

0.7r

2" L3

97.87

5. 11

0 .25

1" 63

L0.52

89 .48

5.L4

0.L7

2.01

8.01

15.33

84"6s

nq

ñe

S.

per cent of the mean, therefore it may be inferred that teachers varied

signíficantly in terms of these factors of efficiency.

Another facËor of efficiency that is considered important in

the audio-1ingua1 method is the raËe at whích classroom practice is

conducted. Table VITI shows a comparison between teachers with res-

pect to pacing. ft can be seen from the data that the teachers do

not vary significantly from one another since the deviation from the

mean is nof sreâ-^- +L-.^ È--^-"- ner cent for anv of the teachers.riv L ó! Ls LsL Ltldtl Lwsrt Ly yL! eerr L ! v! qrrJ

There is a rough correlation, however, beEween pacing and the other

factors of efficiency. Based on the assumptions of the audio-lingual

method, the índex of efficiency for each teacher is as follows:



TABLE VTT]

COMPAR]SON OF THE PACTNG OF FOUR TEACHERS IN SIX
CONSECUTIVE CLASSES

Total Number of
fncídents

Total Teaching
Time

Pacing

4069

232

L7.5

77.90 (17.s)

73"38 (14.3)

97.87 (L7.6)

89"48 (18.8)

3095

216

L4"3

tÉ, /, ,

17 .6

3623

t92

18. 8

I Ca9ttç! 
^

Teacher B

Teacher C

Teacher D

V. HAB]T FORMATION VS" GENERALIZATION

Of the categories relatíng to habít formation, i.e., cate-

gories 2,3, and 4, only one vlas found significant by the judges; of

the categoríes relating to generalization (categories 5, 6, and 7)

only one categoly was judged significarit. The relationship, however,

between the two groups of categories as indicated by the H/Ge ratio

shows a marked difference in pattern ín teaching. The range from

four times more incidents of habit formation than incidents of

generaLízation for teacher D, to half as many for teacher B índicates



a difference in theory and practíce which

The difference is not only one of quantity

HlGe ratío coupled with a high percentage

proportion in teacher talk in Englísh will

with a tendency Lo teach according to the

glance at Table IX reveals that Leachers A

be slightly more traditional than teachers

55

is rather consíderable.

but one of kind. A 1ow

in ¡qt.êoôr\r 5 ¡nd lor a hiqh
ugõv!JJ+..¿Iv.

normally indicate a teacher

traditíonal method. A

and B have a tendencY to

C and D.

TABLE ]X

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS ON HABIT FORMATION AND

GENERALIZATION

TeachersBehavior
Recorded Mean

H/G.E.

Category 5

T. T. E.

1. 3s

4"47

L2.56

0.50

11.50

L7.16

2.01

3. 38

0"71

Q

q

q

4.32

0. 61

r.63

2.04

/, aa

B.0r

Teachers who spend a high proportion of their Líme on general-

LzatLon, and who would have a low H/Ge ratio on this scale of analysis,

find that it takes longer to cover a unít of work. one reason, of

course, would be that they spend more time in practice of structures,

but another reason may be that this type of exercise requires slower

pacing than habit formation exercises. The 1ow pacing of teacher C

seems to confirm this conclusion.
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VI" STUDENT PERFORMANCE

One of the main audio-lingual assumptions about language

feachins is fhat lânsuâse is behavior and that in order to learn thís

behavior the student must be induced to perform. The two factors,

sÈudent incidents and speaking in Table X reveal that the teachers

place a rather even stress on student performance. The .judges, in

both of the categories, found that the teachers did not vary signi-

ficantly. The percentages in both of these categories are uniformly

TABLE X

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS ON STUDENT PERFORIVIANCE

TeachersBehavior
Recorded A Mean

Category B

l-r l- aonrrz I

ST. Incident

Speaking

r/G rat]-0

9.72

44.97

s,4.36

54.24

0.20

1r.66

33.25

45 "07

35. 09

0. 35

23"76

27.34

51.10

49.86

0 .87

17 "9t

29.s9

47 .75

42.7 5

0.61

15.61 s.

33.78 s.

49.57 n. s.

44"73 n. s.

0.50 s .

rafher hish considcrino the fact that at the end of srade seven the!r¿Òrr vvr¡v

students have not developed any independence from the teacher and,

thus, almost any spoken incident by the student implies a model or

stimrilus bv fhe teacher" A closer iook- howewer- âf câfesories eiøht
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and nine índícate a marked variation in the distribution of that

nr:ctice. ransinp a1i the r¿av from an IIG ratio of 0.20 for teacher A

to a ratio of 0.87 for teacher C. This stress on individual or group

r^¡ork on the part of the teacher indicates a manifest difference in

procedure. Teachers A and B rely heavily on group resPonse; from

these results it may be inferred that these teachers may not be

checking Índividual students sufficiently and may be carrying on

sËudent choral response after the students have achieved mastery of

the utterance that is being practísed.

VII. USE OF ENGL]SH

Some ímportant inferences about teacher procedures may be

drav¡-n from the categories relating to use of English" Table XI shows

that the variation in the proportion of student talk in English is

not signifÍcant; the varíatíon, however, in the proportion of teacher talk

in English is sÍgnificant. The next two factors are the ones which

indicate an important difference in procedure. Teacher B, with a

hish oercentase both in teacher arrestions in Enslish and in studentIrr6r¡ l/v! ^-- "--Þ

responses in English, gives explanations ín English, as \,ras poínted

out previously in discussíng category 5. In the course of explainÍng

a structule to Lhe students, teacher B asks questions in English that

are ansv/ered by the students in English on matters of structure"

Teachers A and D show exactly opposite patterns in the last t\,¡o fac-

tors. They both use English as a means of checking uPon meaning,

but they do it dífferently. Teacher A gives the English and the

students give the French counLerpart; teacher D asks the quesËíons in
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TABLE

COMPAR]SON OF TEACHERS USE OF ENGL]SH

Behavior
Recorded

Teachers

BC Mean

C'FF

T. T.E.

.l.rìF

Category 2

1. 60

12.56

68.24

15.09

0.66

3. 10

T7.L6

36.44

¿).++

r.07

0. 04

0.7L

0.58

0.58

4.7 2

2.07

L.63

0. 00

32"L4

2.Or

L.70 n. s.

8.01 s.

26 "32 s.

L4.3L s.

') | | ñ c

French and the students give the meaning in English. Teacher C relies

on classroom situatíons to verÍfy student understanding or does not

check it at all. This last assumption, however, is not substanLiated

when one looks at category seven, T.T.E., and S.R.E" Teacher C ques-

tions the students 6.73% of the time, uses French as the language for

questioning, and the students reply in French. Teacher C may not

feel the same need for checking on meaning as the other teacher since

he has spenË more time on recognition Ín category 2.

VIIT. DEVELOP]NG LANGUAGE SI(ILLS

The teachers varied

in Table XII" The overall

different. The range from

significantly in only two of the categories

picture, however, for the teachers is quite

only 5.62% spent on reading and writing for
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teacher C to 25.92% for teacher A represents quite a considerable

difference. Conversely, teacher C spends more time developing the

first fwo ski11s, listeníng comprehension and speaking. In an audio-

lingual course for beginning students the stress must be on developing

TABLE XII

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS

Teachers
Behavior
Recorded A Mean

L" C.

Speaking

Reading

l^,r1 ff ng

36"32

+). ¿+

17. 08

8. 84

33 .28

3s.09

10.53

B.s9

46 .93

49 "86

0.07

43.31

42.7 5

I.sB

2.92

36.96 n. s .

44"73 n. s.

10.68 s.

5.11 s.

listening comprehensíon and speaking ski11s. The range, between

teacher B and teacher C, in those two skills is from 68"37% to 96 "79%"

IX. VARIETY

One of Lhe major problems of an audío-lingual course is that

af.ter some Lime monotony sets in. Table XIII shows how the teachers

,1iFFøraà in nror¡idinq for rz¡rief,, .¡^-^1-,^- n l-.nq a verv hjSh H/Ge. *- *- -y. ts4Lllçl u tI4ù J trt6rr trl \

ratLo. Although a great deal of practice ín establishing correct

habits of pronunciation is necessary at this 1evel, this heavy stress
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TABI,E XIII

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS ON FACTORS OF VARIETY

Behavior
Recorded A

I CdLIICI ù

BC MEAN

HlGE

RiN

Þq

Reading

i{r i ting

r. 35

0. 11

o /, 1

17.08

8. B4

0. 50

0. 13

0.00

10.53

8.59

2.0r

0. 30

0"00

s .55

o "07

4.32

0. 11

2.84

9.58

2.92

2.04

0. 16

3. 08

10. 68

5. 11

q

n. s.

S.

S.

on rlar¡olooinE habit formation to the exclusion of generalízation

would tend to make the \,üork monotonous" One way of providing for

variety ís to include in each class period some material that has

been taken in previous units. Teacher C provides more revie\¡/ than

the other three teachers, who are quite consistent in their ratios

of review to ne\,r materíal. The inclusion, in a class period, of

readíng and writing practice is a corrective measure for monotony.

Teacher C is lower than the others in this respect. Teachers C and

D overlook completely the advantage of the tape recorder in providing

Fnr r¡¡ri afr¡ in '¡-L^.'- ^'t --. ^^r j ¡r^ 
^ 

1 åL^"-tr *L.e teachers dif f er
--- -tleIr uIdòù Pcr Ivuù. ðr Ltrvuórr Ll¡

considerably in their use of certain measures to counteract monotony,

there is no consistent pattern in this factor.
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TEACHER PROCEDUR-ES AND THE COURSE OF STUDIES

The fourth hypothesis of this study is: There is no signi-

ficant difference between the four teacherst procedures in the class-

room and the procedures suggested by the course of study.

Tables XIV and XV show the daËa for this hypothesis. Table XfV

gives the judges'assessment of the importance of some of the steps,

relatíonships, and skílls in language teaching. Column one gives the

behavior and ski11 description. The second column gives the percent-

ages to be devoted to each factor assigned by judge I. Columns Lhree,

four, five, and six gÍve the same informatíon for judges II, III, IV,

and V respectively. Column seven indicates the mean of the Percent-

nooionarl h¡, rhe fiwe iirclqes- llnllmn eisht shows the corrected¿LBcù 4ÞÞ!6I1çu uJ Lrtç !tvL JsuÞes

mean. The judges índicated their idea of Lhe importance of each step

by assigning to it a percentage out of one hundred. This percentage

had to be brought in line with that of the teachers to facilitate

the comparison between the two. Since Ëhe teachers spent forty-four

per cent of their time in teacher ta1k, excluding category 1, the

judgesr percentages \.,üere reduced to forty-four per cent as well.

Table XV gives a comparison bet\,,/een t.he means obtained by the

Leachers in each of the factors listed in column one and the means

assigned by the judges. Column four indicates which of the means

show a significant difference, i.e., a difference of twenty per cent"

Tn Table XV eieht of the thirteen factors have a sígnificanL

difference beË\^reen the teacherst and the judgest mean. Sixty per

cent of the factors sho\,^l signif icant differences. Therefore, the
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TABLE XV

COMPAR]SON OF JUDGES I AND TEACHERS I T'ßANS ON THIRTEEN
FACTORS ]N LANGUAGE TEACH]NG

Judges Teachers Significance

1^ +^^^--. ')u4Lç6e!J ¿

Category 3

î^+^nnu,. /,u4Lc6ury +

Category 5

õ^ h^^^-.. Au4Lç6u!J u

/.al-aoarv 7
vsseöv4J ¡

¡FTl.F

¡ ln -^+: n
I/ U !aLrv

Ia l1^ ç^r-: ^-n/\t€ laL!v

L. C.

Speaking

Rondinø

l^lrì fr nq
vvr ! e¿¡¡Ò

5 .28

7 .92

6.60

2"90

11.00

10. 30

8.20

L.32

.82

35. 00

45.00

10. 00

10. 00

2. LL

22.69

0 .97

/, oa

5.r7

7 "32

8. 01

0.50

2.04

39 .96

44.73

10. 68

5.11

c

n. s.

S.

S.

n. s.

S.

fourth hypothesis is not supported.

An examínation of the results of Tables XIV and XV allow one

to draw further inferences about the disagreemtrÉ between the judges

and the teachers. The first three categories in Table XV reveal that

all Ëhree categories are signífÍcantly different. fn Table V(p.50) the
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results for categories 2 and 4 show that the teachers are in agree-

ment ín spending only a small proportion of their time on these fac-

tors. If one can generalize from this limited sample Ít would aPpear

that teachers by and large do not attach any importance to the stages

of recognition and repetition. These generally low percentages in

recognitíon seem to explain the reason for the complainLs of some

teachers who say that their students repeat sentences without really

knowing their meaning. ConsiderÍng the smal1 proportion of time spent

in recognition, Ëhis result would not be surprising. Category three

shows a complete reversal, with the teachers placing much more empha-

sis on imitation than the judges. The teachers'mean of 22.69 seems

to indicate that the teachels strive for mastery at this stage, while

the judges would leave some room for improvement to be taken care of

in repetition. It is doubtful, however, whether Lhe judgesr estimate

of 7.92 per cent for imitation is adequate to establish habits of

pronunciation and use of structure at the grade seven level.

The results of categories 5, 6, and 7 show that the teachers

spend significantly more time in explanation, but less time in vari-

ation and selection than is suggesLed by the judges. A look at the

H/Ge ratio points out the emphasis that the judges place on generali-

zatiron r¿ith a ratio of .82 while the teachers in their classroom

procedures tend to use twice as many incidents of habit formation as

of generalizaËion.

In Table XIV the judges disagreed significantly among them-

selves in the IIG ratio, ranging from 3.00 to .66. This range índi-

caLes a difference in theory about the value of using individual and
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..^+i^ 1^'-er than thaL achievedËdvc d !4LI9 rvwl

XV the difference in I/G ratio

significant difference between theory

hw one of the teachers. In Table

between L.32 and .50 indicates a

and practice.

XI. IDENTIFYING AND QUANTIFYING TEACHER PROCEDUR-ES

The first hypothesis (Teacher procedures in the classroom can-

not be identified and quantified. ) serves to investigate the possi-

h j l.í trz nf .i dpnf i F,,'t^ô .ñJ ^,,¡nli f vino l- eac_he.r orOCedUf eS. It WaS men-LJLIILy u! ruerrLrIy1116 4rru vuar¡L!rJrrró Luqvrrur

tioned earlíer that the adoption or rejection of the first hypothesis

rested upon the adoption or rejection of the second, third, and

fourth hypotheses. From the data referring to the last three hypo-

theses it was inferred that teachers differed significantly among

themselves in procedure and that they differed from the objectives of

the course. In order to come to that conclusion, it was necessary to

be able to identify and quantify teacher procedures. The first hypo-

+L^-; o #l-raraFnre j s nol- srrnnorted - Tencher orocedures VIere identi-LIIËÞ !ù , Ltlc! c! u! ç,

c: ^Å ^^Å ^.,¡n#-'çied.L IeU 4r1U qUar¡ Lrr

A corollary to this conclusion is that the Procedure Analysis

instrument ÌùaS, by and large, satisfactory. There are, however, Some

changes that could be made to improve iLs effectiveness.

The decisíon to record an íncident at three second íntervals

j* +tr ^- ^ ^a+õõ^Ties in which there \,/ere no ídentif iable incidenLs,III LtIUÞg 9a Lsóv!

such as explanation, seems to be justÍfied by the fact that teachers

in their pacing averaged seventeen íncidents per minute.
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The effectiveness of the instrument would be íncreased bv

inÃiaatino in câtêoôrrz 5 r^rhcfher fhe exnlen¡1.ion:' ^1^r^r +__^-Þ _-- _--_ _-^r _--5 Wel. e .L eraLeu Lo

sound, structure, or meaning.

Placing the results of the observation on a matrix, such as

the one devised by Flanders, \,üould provide more accurate information

about some important factors. It \,vould help to determine the exact

number of English questions followed by French ans\¡/ers, French ques-

tions followed by English answers, to study teacher procedures in

checking on meaning.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

This study has compared the procedures of four teachers in

the teaching of French to grade seven students using the course

Ecouter et Parler.

In order to gather the data, tape recordings of six consecu-

tive classes \^rere made for each of four teachers" These recordinqs

were analyzed using an instrument devised for this purpose -- the

Procedure Analysis Instrument. The audio-lingual method as applied

by the authors of Ecouter et Parler r¡7as examined and divided into

mutually exclusive categories into which each behavior of a certain

t)?e \.^ras classif ied. Additional information about the behaviors was

supplied by the use of symbols to refer to English, reading, writing,

etc. Each incident was also recorded as being based on a specific

content, such as basic dialogue sentence, question and answer prac-

tice, pattern practice, conversation, or revíev¿ materíal.

It r.^¡as hypothesized that teacher procedures could not be

idenlified and quantified. The test of this hypothesis was based on

the rejection or adopEion of the succeeding hypotheses.

It \,/as further hypothesized that no significant differences

i- +L\^ ñr^ñ^rfinl of incidents obtained for each factor iaould beIIr UrC y !

found and that, consequently, no overall differences ín procedure

would be observed.
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An overall difference in procedure was defined as a signi-

ficant difference in forty per cent of the factors examined. To

determine the sígnificance of difference between teachers in differ-

ent categories, a panel of judges was selected. The panel of judges

índicated whether they considered the differences in the proportion

of incidents in each category to be signífícant.

It was further hypothesized that there would be no signifi-

cant differences between teacher practice in the classroom and the

theory of Ecouter et Parler"

A panel of judges was asked to indicate their idea of the

importance of certain factors in language teaching by assigning a

percentage to each factor under consideration.

The judgest assessment of the importance of a category vras

then used to determine whether there rrere any signifÍcant dífferences

between Ëhe teacher procedures and the objectives of the course,

Ecouter et Parler.

A variation of tvüenty per cent from the mean established by

the judges \^/as considered as constituting a significant difference"

Tn additíon to consideríng individual factors certain procedure

patterns \,,/ere examined and tentative definitions of indices were

formulated.

II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Although Ëhe evidence presented cannot be considered as com-

pletely descriptíve of teacher procedures because of the 1imíted size
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of the sample, it provided an indication of the relevance of the

following fíndings.

1. Teachers showed significant differences in twelve of the

rwenty-five factors investigated.

2. Teachers showed signifícanL variation ín procedure when

providing for imitation, explanation, student individual and choral

responses.

3. Teachers used English in different categories for differ-

ent purposes: for ínformatÍon and for checking on meaning'

4" The advantages of the use of the tape recorder ín class

\^/ere completely overlooked by half of the teachers.

5. General patterns of procedure T¡Iere discovered among

teachers; some tended to stress habit formation while others placed

sígnificantly more emphasis on procedures involving generalization.

6. A significantly different emphasÍs was placed on reading

and writing in the síx class periods recorded for each teacher"

Taken individually, there \^7ere no significant differences found in

listening comprehension and ín speaking. Inlhen the two categories

r.^/ere considered together, however, there \^las a marked difference

between teachers on the time spent on the audio-lingual skills'

7 " Teachers spent very little time in modeling for recogni-

tion.

8. Repetition as a stage in learning \^7as all but forgotten

by the teachers.

g. Far more emphasis was placed on ímitation than the judges

sugges ted"
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10. Teachers emphasized habit formation while the judges

placed more emphasis on genera1-ization.

11. The panel of judges, while not agreeing in principle

on an adequate distribution of individual and choral responses,

tended to favor individual responses. The teachers used choral

responses twice as much as indivídual responses"

12. The teachers placed significantly less emphasis on

reading than the judges.

13. The procedure analysis instrument T.,üas an adequate instru-

ment in identifying and quantifying teacher procedures.

III" GENERAL IMPLICATIONS

1. A1 though the procedure analysís ínstrument \^/as judged

adequate in identifying and quantifyíng teacher procedures, it needs

to be improved in certain respects. A s1'rnbo1 should be provided for

recording silent reading. There \^ras no occasion to use such a symbol

in this study, but any extensive analysis of classroom procedure

will require the use of such a s1'mbol. In category 5 (information)

symbols should be used to differentiate between explanations on

sounds and those on structure and meaning. Review in this study is

defíned as consisting of exercises on material taken in previous

units" This may be too restricted a definition and could possibly

be extended to include review of current material, i.e., material in

the same unit but taken in previous classes.

2. Tn this study, the procedure analysis instrument T,{as
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used to investigate teacher behavíors, the differences in procedure

among teachers, and the varíations betsween teacher procedures and

those suggested by the progranme. Some of the findings indicate the

possibility of this ínstrument being used, after further research,

for establishing performance critería. Untí1 now, performance

critería have been only tentative and descriptive. In some instances,

teachers may have been asked to perform according to models v¡hich are

quite impossible to fo1low.

3. In category 3 which refers to imitation, is Ít realistic

to expect the teachers, as the judges suggest, to establish habits

of pronunciation and structure in only 7.92 per cent of teacher talk?

This percentage represents approximately 16 per cent of total teach-

íng time if one takes into consideratíon the studentstresponses to

the model of the teacher. Is the percentage achieved by the teachers

(22.69 per cent of teacher talk or approximately forty-five per cent

of total teaching time) a more realistic figure? 0r is it somewhere

ín between?

If the latter percentage, that of the teachers, is adopted,

Lhere will be less time avaílable for explanations, fot patLern

practice, and for questioning. Proponents of the audio-lingual method

are in agreement about the fact that patterri practice, or the stage

of variation, is the keystone of the audio-1ingual method' Teachers

who tend to place more emphasis on Pattern practice complain that

they do not have enough time to cover the progranme adequately. Vague

sLaLements about the objectives of the course do not seem Ëo provide
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an adequate ans\nrer to this problem. 0n1y with further research can

¡nnlicabie ne.rformance criteria for imitation be established.

4. The results of the comparison between the judgesr estÍmate

and teacher practíce in category 2 (repetítion) show that the teachers

spend half as much time on repetition as the judges suggest. Tf we

r.^rere to exclude teacher C. the mean for the other three teachers

would be less than one quarter of the judges'mean. This result,

combined with the hígh proportion of incidents on imitation seems to

indícate that the teachers feel there is little necessity for modeling

for recognition without student imitation" One could conclude that

they envisage thís category not as a stage in learning but as a condi-

tion for effective imitation. If this hypothesis is true, recogní-

Lion would be more accurately recorded, not as a category by itself,

but as information (category 5) on sounds or meaning while the cate-

gory of imitation is used. This conceptíon of the teaching process

seems more logical than the previous one. Teachers could be wasting

a lot of time modelins utterances which the students have no diffi-

culty in imitatíng. It is only after receivíng some feedback from

the students that the teacher knows where to place the emphasis.

5. Category 4 (repetition) in which the teacher attempts to

sirenpfhen the learnerl s memôrv L-' ^'i ¡^-í-a 'ñ 1i¡ r^?'ñõ^ L^Ê"^^- theo L!urr6 lEsrrre! o rrÀ!!rrv! J uJ y laullló 4ll ULLSI4IILE ueLwccll

model given by the teacher and the repetition by the student as in

question and answer practice, is a very mínimal step. Although all

of the teachers had ample opportunity to use this caLegory, they

spent less than one per cent of their tíme ín this type of exercíse
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apparent reason is that teachers felt no need to extend practice

because students had no particular difficulty with this minimal

s tage.

There is a need, ho\uever, for initial practice in answerino

questions. Students need to be trained in recognízing types of

questíons and in formulating appropriate ansT¡/ers to these questions.

Thís would mean that this category would have to be redefined. If

it were, it would then become part of generalization rather than

habit formation. It could be an introductory step to answering

questions ín the conversations"

6 Tn ñtiah+r'€.,i-^ +tr-^ ln¡¡!!¿ yu4lrL!!yrrIé LtIE UdLd

researcher should place the data on

ín Interaction Analysis. This would

Fnr raqaqr.h ñtrr^^n^o ¡L^!v! Leoçarvrr yu!yuÞçÞ, Ltlç

a matrÍx such as Flanders uses

have the effect

more clearly some of the teacher procedure patterns,

1.J1o ¡a1.aonrìaq r^rLnr¿ r-ha t.aoolnar lleac F'.nolichLI¡ç UqLsóv! rur wIlgI c Lllc LccullEl uruu !r¡ór!url.

of bringing out

oqnanial ìrz in

]V" IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

As it was mentioned previously, more research is needed to

establish performance criteria. PaËterns in teaching procedure

should be measured asainsL student achievement to determine tuhich

are, in fact, the most effective patterns of teacher behavior in the

classroom. Carroll has suggested that the audio-língua1 method is

rina fnr m¡inr rorzision n¡rficrrl¡rlv in the àira¡l.'ínn nf Íninin-- .,.*J -- r -- -' J--"-"9

wíth it some of the betËer elements of the cognitive code-learning
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test such a hypothesis. By trying out this instrument in traditional

classes, some conclusions could be made concerning patterns of teachers

ín a traditional course. Thus, \.^Ihen studies are conducted to make

broad comparisons bet\^reen the two methods, procedure analysis could

be used to ascertaín whether the teachers are actually using the

method they are assumed to use.

TMPLICATIONS FOR TEACIIER TRAINING

The educaLors most interested in improving the effectíve

patterns of classroom behavior are supervisors and teacher educators.

The supervisorts main concern is normally in the training and retrain-

ing of in-service teachers; teacher educalors, on the other hand, will

be mainly ínterested in training pre-service teachers. The person

who should be most directly concerned, however, is the teacher him-

se1f. By studying his ovln patterns of procedure ín a systematic,

objective manner the teacher may gain further insight into his behavior"

As he gaíns this insight, he may decide that he \^iants to change his

behavíor because he is not proceedíng the way he thought he was, or

he is not achieving what he has now decided he \^7ants to achieve. One

of the major prerequisites for behavior changes is the desire, on the

part of the person involved, to understand and improve his own

behavior. Theoretically, this could be done by reading the Teacherrs

EdÍtion of Ecouter et. Parler or some oËher literature on effective

procedure of the audío-1ingua1 method. This method, however, would

1Carrol1, og" cit., p. ra2"
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nôr ñr.)r/írie the teacher with an effective and systematíc method of

finding out information about how he puts Lhis knowledge into prac-

tice ín the classroom, Procedure analysís is one tnlay of providing

the teacher with a feedback system on his method of proceeding in the

classroom"

The recording of the data can be done either by the super-

visor or by the teacher educator in direct observation; the teacher

himself can do so from a tape recording of the class after a short

períod of training in recording.

since the importance of this feedback system ís to help the

teacher gain an insight in his own classroom behavior, the data that

will have been collected must be interpleted to yield this informa-

tion. Until performance criLería are established, each teacher with

the help of his supervisor or teacher educator will have to determine

what., in the final analysis, constitutes effective teaching.

The following questíons may be helpful in focusing the

teacherts attention on some important aspecLs of teaching procedures:

1. Do I provide enough opportunity for students to perform

in the target language?

The answer to this questíon can be found by looking at cate-

gories 8 and 9" By adding these two figures, not including answers

in English, and by findíng the percentage of this number of incidents

to the total number of íncidents will Índícate the percentage of time

provided for student performance. A fair estimate may be that approxi-

matelv 40 - 45% of the class time should be spent on this activity.
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2" What percentage of my class time is spent on procedures

Àira¡t--1 rr ra'l a¡,a¡1 la ¡lar¡o1nnr'no 'l .-^"4d^ ^1,:1-l-')uIIE9Lry !ç!4LçU Lv uevçrvyr116 r4rróUdóC ÞAIIIù¡

Thís can be checked by figuring out the índex of efficiency.

Using one hundred as the maximum, subtract from this number the

percentages found in categories Lr 10, 11, and in Teacher Talk in

Enelish.

3. tr^ihat stage of language learning r¡/as emphasized in this

per iod?

The answer to this question can be found by locating the

category between I and 7 inclusively, with the highest percentage of

incidents " If this category shows twenty per cenL of the incidents,

this will indicate that fifty per cent of the class time was spent

on thÍs stage, since, normally, there will be a student response for

every teacher stimulus. If the percentage of any single stage exceeds

twenty-five per cent, the teacher may ínfer that he is placing too

much stress on one category. There is probably a need, in that case,

for the teacher to spend more time and effort in planning his work

in order to provide for variety in his procedures, especially íf this

is the case in a number of consecutive Þeriods.

4" Do I consistently omit certain stages?

If any category consistently sholüs no incidents or a 1ow pro-

portion of incidents, this will indÍcate that the teacher needs to

provide for this stage. It ís not necessary to have incidents in

each teacher category for each period, but consistently omitting a

category indicaËes lack of planning, and eventually lack of training,
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for the student in some aspecLs of the course.

5. Do I provide adequate training ín the different skills?

The ski1ls of reading and writing are easíly calculated.

Since reading and wríting are recorded aS a D anã " 'T roqnanl-irzaly,

Ít is simply a matter of counting the number of D and T incidents

and finding the percentage over the total number of incÍdents.

A simplified way of calculating the time spent on developíng

speaking skills is to add the number of incidents in categories 8

and 9. Subtract the student responses in English and find the per-

centage over the total number of incidents'

Listeníng comprehension can be calculated by taking the

total number of incidents in categories 1 to 7 and subtracÈÍng cate-

gories 10 and 11 and teacher talk Ín English. This total should

then be used to find the percentage of time spent in developing
.)

lístening comprehension. -

2
Appenolx _ó
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APPENDIX C

COMPARISONS OF THE PERCENTAGES OF FOUR TEACHERS

]N SIX CLASS PERIODS
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TABLE ]

COMPARISON OE THE PERCENTAGES TN ]MITATION OF FOUR TEACHERS

TN STX CLASS PERIODS

õ1 ^^^^^ur4ùÞcù
Teacher Total

A

B

D

lvlean

L2.T6

23.22

23.04

33 .69

29.30

17.92

12"43

31. 11

17. B3

L2.99

35.L2

36"9L

L4" 25

2.7 2

30. B3

32"71

15.38

13.58

35"36

20.87 18. 38

\ ql 1) 7?

22.15 26.40

^a¿Y"¿J JJ"¿O

22.69

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN DIRECTIONS OF FOUR TEACHERS

IN S]X CLASS PER]ODS

--
Teacher 

1

Classes
2345 6 Total

A

B

U

D

Mean

r4" 18

8"24

?n?

4.96

6.20

6"46

2.37

q R?

0. 00

ar)

5 .62

B. 35

0. 41

4. 18

4. L7

3"85

0. 48

3 .26

8.54 7 .50

tL"oz 7.L4

0.22 0. 83

4.44 5.11

J.LA
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TASLE T]]

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN REPETITION OF FOUR TEACHERS
IN S]X CLASS PERIODS

Classes
Teacher Total

A

B

n

Mean

I qQ

4. L2

0.25

0.0

1.27

2.92

0.0

0.0

4" 83

0.94

0.0

0. s0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.29

4. L7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 1.84

0. 0 7.32

3.01 .59

0. 0 .L4

o7

TABLE TV

CO}.,IPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN RECOGNITION OF FOUR TEACHERS
IN SIX CLASS PERIODS

Classes
Teacher Total

A

B

t)

Mean

2.75

2" 43

2" 28

1. 60

1. 13

0. 83

0. 89

og?

0"0

0.0

11. 63

o .67

0"0

2.9L

5 .07

1. 15

0.0

0.0

2. 85

r.40

0"0 .66

0.20 L"07

4.52 4.72

6.50 2.0L

2.lL
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TABLE

COI,æARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN
TN SIX CLASS

TNFORMATION OF FOUR TEACHERS
PERIODS

Clas s es
n^-^l- ^*Ig4çtIçI Total

B

U

D

Mean

0.29

¿. uo

5 .32

1" 60

0. 85

TI.25

10.36

o .37

0. 83

14" B8

3.02

7"34

5. B9

13. 98

1. 83

0.29

L9 .39

L7 "06

0. 48

0. 16

0. 70

q qq

L.29

0.0

4.47

11.50

??R

0. 61

4 .99

TABLE VT

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN VAR]ATION OF FOUR TEACHERS

IN SIX CLASS PERTODS

Classes
I CA9llg! Total

A

B

U

n

Mean

7 .09

0.5 6

0.0

7.42

3. 3B

8. L2

0.0

8. 33

9.50

11.86

0.23

0.0

0.0

7 "LB

9.74

0"0

L3.62

o 1.^

5 .46

2.02

0.0 5"28

8 "37 7 .s6

15.48 5.66

2.22 2.IB

5 .17
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Teacher

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN SELECTION OF FOUR TEACHERS

TN S]X CLASS ?ERIODS

vr4ÞùcÞ

34 Total

l1

l)

Mean

4.20

6. 55

2L"0t

6"74

? ç?

IO"2L

25 .44

3.70

4. 50

0"0

L"34

L5.75

15"53

0.0

L0"23

15.41

0"0

6 .99

2.10

10. 20

0 .43

2.39

LT.44

6.73

< /, 1

1Lt

COMPARISON

TABLE VIII

OF THE PERCENTAGES IN STUDENT
OF FOUR TEACHERS IN SIX CLASS

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

PERIODS

vr4ùùcò
Teacher Total

n

lvlean

4.63

5.81

19 .24

L4.7 2

L2.25

B "96

36"69

L2.22

3.83

L6"20

16.s1

0"0

27.12

l-3"40

14.8L

23 .05

2.56

L4"3L

36.10

24" 22

2. L0

1I.02

23 .23

16.92

9.L2

rL.66

23.76

17.9I

15.61
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TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES TN STUDENT GROUP RESPONSES OF

FOUR TEACIIERS IN S]X CLASS PERIODS

--Teacher 1

Classes

2345 6 Total

A

B

D

Mean

Teacher 
1

5L" 66

46"63

26 "84

29.96

40.56

32"50

11. 83

32.04

50"83

26 "18

33"49

33 .22

30. 41

31.84

36.11

26 "37

33.L7

21"83

2L.62

23.45

63 "77 44.97

4t.22 33.25

29.2s 27 .34

33.85 29.59

33.78

TABLE X

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN STUDENT QUESTIONS OF FOUR

TEACIIERS TN STX CLASS PERIODS

Clas s es

34 5 6 Total

A

.D

tì

Mean

0.0

0.0

0"0

0"7L

0. 14

0.21

0.0

u.-lo

0. 33

0. 3B

0.0

o.17

0"27

0" 19

0.0

0"0

0.64

0"0

0.0

0.0

0.28 0"27

0 "20 0.16

0.0 0.0

0 "L7 0.25

o.17
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TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN
IN SIX CLASS

SILENCE OF FOUR TEACHERS

PERIODS

Classes
Teacher Total

A

D

D

Mean

L.45

0 .37

0.0

4"6L

L.4I

0. 63

0.0

4. B1

r" 67

0.75

0.0

3. 36

0. 68

3"88

1.22

L"7 3

3"37

,/, RO

L.66

2.95

2.24 L"77

2.65 2"L6

0.43 0.59

4" 27 3.53

2"OI

TABLE XII

COMPARTSON OF THE PERCENTAGES IN STUDENT INCIDENTS OF FOUR

TEACHERS TN SIX CLASS PERTODS

Clas s es
Teacher Total

d

B

U

n

Mean

5b.JU

52.43

46.08

5 2.96

4t. 67

48.52

44.8L

55 .00

42"75

50. 00

47 "65

57 .BI

45 "44

50" 91

49 .42

36"38

36. L5

57 .7 2

47.67

65.55 54"36

52" 4s 4s "07

52"47 51.10

s0.94 47 .75

49.s7
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TABLE XIII

CO}æAR]SON OF THE ?ERCENTAGES IN TEACHER TALI( OF FOUR

TEACHERS IN STX CLASS PERIODS

U¿éùùçÐ

Teacher Total

A

B

n

Mean

42.26

47.L9

q? q?

50. 00

4s .63

57.7r

) r. +at

50.37

43.33

56.50

50. 00

48 .99

41.5 1

50.68

47 "87

48"8s

60 .26

59 .27

40 .62

49 "38

32"21 43 "87

44.90 52.76

47 "r0 48.31

44.7 9 48 .7 2

48 .47

TABLE X]V

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES TN STUDENT

FOUR TEACHERS ]N STX CLASS
TALK IN ENGLISH OF

PER]ODS

u!4ùùcÞ

Teacher 'ro ta r

U

D

Mean

2"32

0 "94

0"0

4.43

0. 85

3.12

0. 30

3 "52

1. 33

q Q/,

0.0

t.34

0.4r

4"85

0.0

0.86

2"72

1. B3

0.0

r. 55

2"L0 r.60

2.04 3. 10

0"0 0.04

L.20 2.07

7.70



TABLE XV

CO}4PAR]SON OF THE PERCENTAGES TN TEACHER TALI( IN ENGLISH OF

FOUR TEACHERS IN SIX CLASS PERIODS

Classes
ICAç!!ç! Total

A

B

D

Mean

Igo9r¡c! 1I

Classes
,2/,

7.70 12.s6

L2.6s 17 "16

0.0 0.7r

1.88 1.63

8.01

6 Total

6"66

4.3L

2.03

) ?(\

7 "75

L8.72

L,48

2.22

5.83

2L" 66

0. 93

2.01

2L.92

23"88

0.20

1. 01

25 .64

22.20

0.0

0 .62

TABLE XVI

COMPARISON OF TIIE RATIO OF INDIVIDUAL TO GROUP RESPONSES

OF FOUR TEACHERS IN STX CLASS ?ERIODS

!

A 0"09

B 0"12

c 0.72

D 0"49

Mean

0. 30

0. 28

3. 10

0. 38

0. 08

0.62

0 .49

0"43

0"89

0 .42

0"41

0"87

0. 0B

0 .66

L. 67

10?

0. 03

0.27

0"79

0.50

0.20

0. 35

0. 87

0.6L

0.50
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TABLE XVI]

CO}{PARISON OF THE RAT]O OF HABIT FOR.},IATION

OF FOUR TEACIIERS IN SIX CLASS

TO GENERALIZATION
PERIODS

Classes
Teacher 

1 rotar

A L"42

B 3.24

c 0.97

D 3.62

Mean

4.09

0.73

0 .37

? 5R

1.53

o .37

L4. JO

t4"t9

0"66

0. 15

? 11

3 .25

0. 54

o "32

4.03

7 "45

0 .20

1 7t

7 "74

1 ?q

0. 50

2.0L

4.32

2.04

TABLE XVIII

COMPARISON OF THE RATTO OF REV]EI^I TO NEI^I MATERTAL OF FOUR

TEACHERS IN STX CLASS PERIODS

Classes
Teacher 'ro ta r

A 0.0

B 0 "L200

î 1 q?5q

D O"2B7L

Mean

0.0

0.0258

0.0

0"0135

0.0

0.0

r.2446

0.0

0.0

0" 1053

.0084

0 .07 22

0.0

0 "07 94

0.0

o .9L57

0.0

0.0526

0.1134

0.r26L

0. 3046

0 "1092

0. 1633

0.1981
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TABLE X]X

COMPARISON OF THE PACING OF FOUR TEACHERS IN SIX CONSECUTIVE

CLASS PERIOÐS

õ1 ^^^^^

Teachers Mean

A

D

D

L6.45

16. 68

ls. 19

L9 .44

'l -7 -7 tr,

15 .00

16 "90

lo"Jo

16"2I

13 .97

L7.20

18"06

18. 71

13.55

17.60

20.4L

17 "33

14.34

20.04

20 "77

18.78 L7.53

L2.89 L4.40

L9.37 17 .71

L8 .28 18. 88
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A?PENDIX

JUDGESI ASSESSMENT OF SIGN]F]CANCE

The synbols A, B, C, D represent the four teachers involved in the
study" The numerals L - 6 represent the six consecutíve class periods"
The fígures entered under I to 6 for each teacher are percentages of
time (or of number of incidents) spent on a given category of items.
The figures in the column índicated by TOTAL are an average of the
percentages of the six classes. The figure in the lowest right hand
corner represents the mean of means (averages) for the six classes
and the four teachers.

Please indicate which devíations from the
cant, i.e., as constituting an apprecÍable
student achievement.

mean you consider signifi-
difference in procedure and

frq f aonrr¡ T

vaLs6vrJ !r

flsl-oonrr¡ TTT
J '--

l'¡ l. aonrr¡ T\/
fl^+^rnçr: \7w4Lçóvr J v

n^ !^^^-,, l7T
udLç6ur J v !

Category VII
l-¡ ¡aonrrz \/TTTvq Lebv¡

l-a f aonrr¡ TX

l'e faonrrz Y
n-¡^*¡r-' VTu4 Le6vr J rrr

I/G ratro

H /tiH râf 1^

T T-11-!ð IA!N

S. Talk
1-.FE
q'1"T'
n /rr -- +-'^
I\/ Ì\ !dLrv

List. ComP"

Qnaal¿inovIlesr!r¡rô

D- INCIGENES
'l- IncrcenES
T" Q.E.
eÞE'

"L oF incíde,nts in classroom directions
% of indicents of modeling for recognition
% of incídents of modeling for imitatíon
% of incidents of modeling for repetiLion
% of íncídents of information
% of incídents of variation
% of incídents of selection (questions)
% of íncidents of studentsr individual

responses
% of incidents of students' grouP

resPonses
% of íncidents of studentsr questions
% of íncidents of noise, sílence,
irrelevance
ratio of individual responses

group responses
ratio of CategorLes 2, 3, 4

5, 6, 7

% of incídents in Teacher Talk
% of incidents in Student Talk
% of incidents of Teacher Talk in English
% of incidents of Student Talk in English
ratio of Review materia]

New material
% oÍ. incidents used to develop Lístening
Comprehens ion
% of incidents used to develop speaking
ski1ls
% of incidenËs used to dev. reading skills
% of íncidents used to dev" writing skills
ol ^ç r^.^k^r -"^sl-ions jn Enslishlo vL LË4Lllel quco Lrv¡ru t¡r !r¡5¿ru

% of. student ansrders in English
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APPENDIX E

JUDGES' ¡STIUAIE ON ECOUTER ET PARLER

1. trrTould you indicate your ídea of the importance of each step by
assigning roughly the percentage of time that should be sPenE
nn e¡nh sfen This annlie.s !^ ÈL^ 1^^+ ñô?F of Grade 7.LU LrlC rdù L yar L

Recognítion
lmitation
Repeti tion
Selection
Information

2. trnlhat percentage of time should be spent at the end of Grade 7

in developing ski11?

T.'istoninq Speaking Reading T^lri tino

3. what percentage of time would yoLl expect the teacher to spend
speaking?

French tsngrrsn

4. i^Iith respect to the total number of student resPonses, whaË per-
cenLage would you expect to be individual responses
group (whole class, row) resPonses 

-?


